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from the dean

news

Message from the Dean

Kellye Y. Testy
Dean, UW School of Law
James W. Mifflin University Professor

Dean Testy Leads UW’s Search
for a New President
Dean Kellye Testy was appointed by the UW Board
of Regents to chair the Presidential Search Advisory
Committee to find a successor to President Mark Emmert.
“I am honored to be involved with the process
of selecting the UW’s next leader,” said Testy. “The
opportunity to work with members of the search
committee, all leaders and visionaries with a deep-seated
passion for the UW and its mission, is an honor as well.”
Testy leads the 17-member UW Board of Regents
approved search committee tasked with compiling a list of
candidates to submit to the Regents. The committee will
recommend three to five candidates for final interviews
and provide a summary for each candidate, “stating why
he or she is suited to be president of the University of
Washington.”
The search committee also includes 3L and GPSS

President, Sarah
Reyneveld. As a
student and avid
Husky Reyneveld
described the
qualities she hopes to see in the next president of
the UW.
“I look at what the UW needs 10 to 20 years out. We
need a president who can shape the institution and build
on what President Emmert has done,” said Reyneveld.
On April 27, Emmert announced that he would be
leaving the UW to serve as the new president of the
National Collegiate Athletics Association (NCAA). His
term as UW president ends October 1, 2010. The Board
of Regents appointed Phyllis M. Wise, UW Provost and
Executive Vice President, to serve as interim president.

Following a humanitarian disaster,
the desire to help is part of human
nature. Yet supplying help in
the wake of a catastrophe proves
challenging. In addition to the
logistics of delivering aid, a variety of
Manisha Singh
legal obstacles emerge.
Such obstacles are what the newlyfounded Barer Institute for Law and Global Human Services,
housed at the UW School of Law, hopes to navigate. The goal
is to create legal frameworks to advance humanitarian efforts.
In other words, bring in lawyers to sort through the various
complex laws that create roadblocks for emerging democracies
and developing nations.
The Barer Institute was created as the result of a $4 million
gift from UW regent and law school alumnus Stan Barer ’63
and his wife, Alta. This year the law school hired Manisha

Singh to lead the Barer Institute with this vision in mind.
“I can use my experience as a corporate lawyer and what I
learned on Capitol Hill to help the Barer Institute forge a link
between those who need assistance and those who can provide
it,” she said.
Singh has extensive experience in a variety of legal areas.
Prior to joining the UW, Singh served as Deputy Assistant
Secretary of State in the Bureau of Economic, Energy and
Business in the U.S. State Department. She also served as
the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State in the Bureau of
International Organization Affairs. Before serving on the
State Department, Singh worked as Deputy Chief Counsel
to the Republican staff of the Senate for Foreign Relations
Committee, working for Chairman/Ranking member Senator
Richard Lugar. Singh also spent time as an attorney at top
D.C. firms.
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Barer Institute Designed to
Overcome Obstacles
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Dear alumni and friends,
First, let me thank you for what has been an incredible first year as Dean of this
great law school. From Spokane to Washington, D.C., Palm Springs to Seattle,
your overwhelming generosity and support in 2009-10 is a testament to why
ours is one of the best law schools in the nation and world. Despite challenging
economic times, our alumni and friends contributed more than $2.5 million to
everything from student scholarship support to discretionary funding. We are
grateful for this generous private support, which is critical to our future.
As I enter my second year as Dean, I’d like to take this opportunity to share
more about our goals for the coming years. We will continue to focus on
providing our students an outstanding foundation of legal skills. An excellent legal education must integrate doctrine and
policy with real-world application. We will make sure that our curriculum does not ignore the basics while we also enhance
it with competencies required for success in all realms of law, business, and public service in the 21st century. Our alumni are
respected as ethical leaders in their fields and our program of education will continue to prepare and inspire our students to
leadership roles of their own.
We are also proud of being a public school and our commitment to the citizens of Washington State. From our students
who call Yakima, Bellingham, or Vancouver home, to the legal services we provide through our clinical law program in every
county in this state, our mission as Washington’s only public law school remains constant. Our public mission inspires our
devotion to the public interest and to encouraging all of our students – no matter their area of specialty – to embrace an ethic
of service as part of professionalism.
While our roots may be in Washington, our reach and influence is much broader. The UW School of Law plays an
increasingly important role on the world stage. We are taking the next key steps toward enhancing our accomplishments
and reputation as Leaders for the Global Common Good. With this in mind, we’ll be looking at curriculum expansion,
program development, and faculty recruitment in several key areas, including International and Comparative Law; Law and
Technology; Health and Human Services; Business and Taxation; and Environmental Law and Natural Resources. We will
also be offering our students enhanced opportunities for interdisciplinary study, leadership development, and study abroad.
Finally, the UW School of Law remains committed to creating and maintaining a broadly diverse community. We cannot
achieve the academic excellence we strive for without a diverse community of students and educators, and we have made
significant progress on both fronts. Especially for a global law school of our stature, today’s graduates must be culturally
competent and prepared for an increasingly complex and connected world.
Although we all play many different roles in the legal profession, we are united by our devotion to the rule of law as a
pathway to justice. On that theme, the subject of this issue of UWLaw is “For the Defense.” From public defenders to
providing counsel for prisoners at Guantanamo Bay, the alumni featured are often the last or only resort for those who have
been accused or convicted of crimes.
I thank you, again, for your outpouring of support and look forward to another great year for the UW School of Law.
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Around the time the Board of Regents appointed Phyllis
Wise as the first woman and the first Asian-American
to serve as UW President, UW students elected Sarah
Reyneveld 3L as GPSS President and Sarra Yamin 3L took
the helm as SBA President. With Kellye Testy as Dean of
the law school, Reyneveld and Yamin round off a triplet of
female leadership from the law school for 2010-11.
As SBA President, one of Yamin’s goals is to increase
the visibility of the SBA in the law school, and educate
students about the organization’s advocacy role.
“SBA can make life better for the students,” said
Yamin. “And, it’s important for law students to have
good interactions with the law school, campus, and legal
community.”
For Reyneveld, her goal is to bridge the gap that falls

Sarra Yamin,
SBA President

Wrongfully Convicted,
Free at Last
On July 14, 2010, Larry Davis and Alan Northrop,
clients with the Innocent Project Northwest (IPNW) at
the University of Washington School of Law, were fully
(l to r) IPNW Staff Attorneys Kelly Canary ’07 and John Pantazis with Larry
exonerated. Clark County Superior Court Judge Diane
Davis, Alan Northrop, and IPNW Director Jackie McMurtrie last April.
Woolard dismissed the charges of rape and burglary
against them. The dismissal came at the request of the
of crimes they did not commit. Washington State does not
Office of the Clark County Prosecuting Attorney.
have a compensatory statute for those whose convictions
Davis and Northrop were released from custody and had
have been overturned, like Northrop and Davis.
their convictions vacated on April 22, 2010 after DNA
The charges against Northrop and Davis began in 1993,
testing supported their innocence by providing evidence
in La Center, Washington, when a woman cleaning a home
that two other men committed the crime. Additional
was attacked. The perpetrators tied her to a table and
DNA testing conducted at the request of Clark County
threatened her with a knife. After sexually assaulting the
Prosecuting Attorney’s Office indicated the DNA found
woman, the men left, taking nothing. Davis and Northrop
on the victim came from the perpetrators, not Davis or
were arrested, charged, and convicted in 1993, and were
Northrop.
sentenced to 20 ½ and 23 ½ years in prison respectively.
“It feels good to be free finally,” Davis said. “I’m just
The victim only had a quick look at the perpetrators
overwhelmed with joy.”
before being blindfolded. She was unable to pick out
“Larry Davis and Alan Northrop can now begin to rebuild Northrop’s photograph a few days after the crime and was
their lives and put this awful tragedy behind them,” said
unsure about the identification of Davis. The victim had
IPNW Staff Attorney John Pantazis, who handled the case.
seen photographs of both men before lineups that contained
“Their families and the community at large have been
no other familiar faces. A friend from the jail provided
tremendously supportive. It is our hope that the ordeal of
the victim with details about the suspects who had been
Davis and Northrop will not go unnoticed.”
questioned before the lineups occurred.
Federal law and the laws in 27 states currently require
DNA samples from the crime were taken in 1993, but
compensation for those who have been wrongly convicted
not tested for DNA because of lack of technology to test
small amounts. In January 2006, Clark County Superior
Court Judge Robert Harris agreed to a request by IPNW
to test the samples using new DNA technology. None
of the DNA showed a match with either Northrop
or Davis. When questioned by investigators in 1993,
Northrop and Davis denied ever being inside the home
where the attack occurred.
Northrop and Davis are the second and third clients of
IPNW to be exonerated based on DNA testing. In February
earlier this year, Ted Bradford of Yakima was found not
guilty of first-degree rape and burglary, the first case in
Washington state history to win a new trial based solely on
new DNA evidence.

Sarah Reyneveld,
GPSS President

between the UW’s graduate students and the state
legislature in Olympia.
“I think the legislature understands the value of
graduate education,” said Reyneveld. “But, despite that,
Washington is 42nd in the nation in degree production.”
Reyneveld hopes to communicate to legislators the
importance of a graduate education and that it ensures the
state can compete in an increasingly knowledge-based and
global economy.

Alan Northrop, John Pantazis, and Larry Davis on July 14.
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connection
with the UW
School of Law
after graduating,
making
the LSAA
particularly
important to
him.
“When I went
to law school, I was very close to the students, very close
to the faculty, and I remained close after I graduated. I
thought the LSAA was the best way to maintain sort of a
formal relation with the school, but also with the alumni.
One of the things I enjoy about the LSAA most is it creates
the gateway for students to the alumni and alumni back
to the students and the school. I think that it can serve
such a wonderful purpose in making our community that
much stronger. “
One thing is certain about Classen: he understands
the value of community, and as the incoming LSAA
president he plans to expand and strengthen this
community.

uwlaw

Maurice (Mo) Classen ’04, the incoming Law School
Alumni Association (LSAA) president, uses his law
education to make a difference in the community as a
King County Prosecuting Attorney. Likewise, Classen
views the LSAA as its own community.
As for his goals as LSAA president?
“To be more connected with alumni that we haven’t been
connected with in the past. A goal of the Dean is to train
the next generation’s leaders — in a global community
this means expanding beyond the northwest and the west
coast which has traditionally been UW’s strong suit. We
certainly need to expand to Asia because we have so
many alumni living there, and it is such a growing part
of our world.”
Classen received his undergraduate education at
Georgetown Universty, receiving a degree in Political
Science. This experience confirmed his desire to pursue
a law degree from the UW, in the Northwest where he
grew up.
“I viewed law as an opportunity to make a difference. It
really was going to provide me with an opportunity not
only to have a rewarding career skill set, but to have an
impact on people’s lives every day.“
In fact, Classen knew he did not want to lose his
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Rachel Mercer ’10
Best Oralist and Best Brief
Jessup International Law Competition

In a little less than a month, Hough launched the
program, and more than 100 students tried out. Often
separated from their family and friends for days at a
time due to travel conditions, they put in 10 hour days
preparing. Then came the attack on February 26.
Although shaken from the incident, the students
insisted they wanted to continue and asked if they
could move the competition up one week to March 8.
Al-Biruni University and Kabul University teams
moved forward to compete in the regional finals, and
the Al-Biruni team won the right to go to Washington
D.C. March 21-27 as the Afghan national champion to
represent their country for the international rounds of
the competition.
The Coordinating Director for Development and
Economic Affairs at the U.S. Embassy in Kabul, Tony
Wayne, noted before announcing the winning team:
“All of you have won just by competing.”
“We were proud to be part of the competition,” said
Parwiz Asmati from the victorious Al-Biruni University
team. “I was nervous. I was relaxed after [the] first
few minutes.”
“[It] motivates [me] when the U.S. is very supportive
of this in the middle of war,” Asmati said. “In the
future I want to study [for a] PhD in law. I will
hopefully be back in this country. I would love to be a
prosecutor.”
The Al-Biruni team arrived in Washington, D.C. to
standing ovations and several teams from around the
world made welcoming banners. While they didn’t
make it to the final rounds, the Kabul students and
Al-Biruni team won the Spirit of the Jessup Award,
recognizing the team that best exemplifies camaraderie,
competitiveness, academic excellence, and the
appreciation of fellow competitors.
Eddy believes these teams are ready for next year’s
competition after this experience. After all, a suicide
bomber couldn’t even stop this team. And with
an additional $1 million in funding from the State
Department to the Asian Law Center for the Afghan
Legal Educators Program, universal support for helping
rebuild legal education in Afghanistan is evident.

Dara Levinson ’10
Honorable Mention Best Oralist Award
Jessup International Law Competition

Shannon Lawless ’10
Honorable Mention Best Oralist
Jessup International Law Competition

Marissa Ollson ’10
Honorable Mention Best Brief Award
Jessup International Law Competition

Rob Misulich 3L & Nick Williamson 3L
Advanced to Nationals
Jessup International Law Competition

Amena Jefferson ’10
Perfect Score Award
Jessup International Law Competition

Charlotte Williams ’10 & Joel Emans ’10
Advanced to Nationals
Jessup International Law Competition

Nicholas Hudson LL.M. ’10
Best Speaker
Animal Law Moot Court Competition

Sara Leverette 3L & Amy Alexander 3L
Best Oralist
Jessup International Law Competition

Andrew Gardner ’10, Lisa Bennedeti ’10,
Justin Andrews 3L
Advanced to Nationals
Jessup International Law Competition

Keaton Hubbert ’10
Best Oralist at the Regionals
Jessup International Law Competition

Kristine Duncan 3L & Ian Warner 3L
Advanced to Nationals
Jessup International Law Competition

Law school alumni are invited to help coach our moot court
teams. The law school’s Moot Court Honor Board, which
assists law students in developing their advocacy skills
through practice and competition, seeks the expertise of
alumni in the legal community. MCHB relies on volunteer
attorneys to provide judging and feedback for our in-house
competitions. In addition to allowing the competitions
to function, volunteer judges provide valuable feedback
that helps students improve their advocacy skills. Contact
Beverly Sanders (bsan@uw.edu) if you are interested.
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Last year was a great year for UW School of Law
moot court and mock trial teams – so good that
the UW rocketed to 23rd place out of 123 U.S.
law schools in the 2009 Ranking of Appellate
Advocacy Competitions, climbing from 48th place
in 2008. This list ranks law school moot court
team successes, compiled by Brian Koppen and
posted to his blog, Law School Advocacy. The
UW law school moot court teams counted for this
year’s ranking include the Jessup International Law
Competition, National Moot Court Competition,
Animal Law, and Thomas Tang Moot Court
Competition.
Success for all teams, however, may not always
be counted by placing first in a competition. In
(top) Afghan Jessup teams receiving the Spirit of the Jessup
the Phillip C. Jessup International Law Moot Court
Award. (below) The teams from Al-Biruni and Kabul Universities in
Competition, UW-supported teams from Afghan
Washington, D.C..
law schools competing for the very first time in
an international academic competition, showed
extraordinary courage under fire. Literally.
On February 26, 2010, hotels housing Afghan
law students coached by the UW law school and
preparing to compete in Jessup were attacked by
suicide bombers. Explosions ripped through many
of the hotel rooms, and ensuing battle between
insurgents and police forced many students to hide
under their beds until they could escape. In the
chaos that followed, many of the teams’ personal
belongings, including laptops with their notes and
research, were stolen from the Park Residence hotel.
USAID responded by donating laptops to the teams
to recover and continue their work.
Months prior, preparation for Afghan participation
in the competition began. In mid- August 2009,
Eddy prepared for competition before the UW was officially
law professor Jon Eddy ’69, manager of the Afghan Legal
awarded the grant. The compromis, or statement of the case,
Educators Project, was approached by the U.S. State
would come out at the end of September, while Eddy still had
Department with a request to create an Afghan team for
to find someone to run the Jessup program on the ground in
Jessup, the world’s largest moot court competition.
Afghanistan. Mark Hough ’71, who had experience working
In Afghanistan, lecture-based learning is practically the
with USAID in Afghanistan, was that person.
sole teaching option due to a lack of libraries and books.
“Jon called me to ask if I knew any young attorneys who
Experiential learning is also lacking in the poverty-stricken,
might be interested in working with Afghan law students in
war-torn country. The State Department wanted to build a
Kabul,” recalled Hough. “After a moment, I said, ‘No, I can’t
program that would provide skill training. Skills such as those think of any young attorneys, but I know an old one who
learned in a moot court competition would allow Afghan law
would be interested.’”
students to practice trial advocacy skills.

a summary of the successes and wins
provided by the law school’s Moot
Court Honor Board:
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From Kabul to D.C., A Triumphant Year
for Moot Court and Mock Trial Teams
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After meeting with Kartchner’s family, Robert
Flennaugh II ’96 agreed to take the case as
defense counsel. The next day Flennaugh went to
the Regional Justice Center in Kent, WA to visit his
client.
“Stanley was terrified,” said Flennaugh (pronounced ‘FLEH-nah’). “It looked as though he had
already lost his career and his reputation, and
could potentially be sentenced to prison for years…
all for a crime he didn’t commit.”
Kartchner had been removed from his teaching
position and spent nine days in jail. Flennaugh was
able to prove that the threatening emails from
Kartchner to the alleged victim had been written

by the victim herself and the woman’s rape story
was completely fabricated. Kartchner was released, the case against him dismissed, and he was
reinstated to his teaching position.
No stranger to high stakes cases, Flennaugh has
practiced criminal defense law in the Seattle area
for more than 13 years. He is the principal in the
Law Office of Robert Flennaugh II, PLLC. A career
criminal defense attorney, Flennaugh has represented a wide array of people from various walks
of life, including doctors, software engineers, professors, lawyers, college athletes as well as family
members of assistant U.S. attorneys, deputy prosecutors and assistant city attorneys. Matters are
varied, from misdemeanors (minor in possession of
alcohol) to serious felony charges (fraud, rape, and
homicide).
A political science major at the UW, Flennaugh
was originally interested in a career in journalism.
His passion for detail, fierce curiosity and dedication to serve the greater public good later led him
to consider a career in law. In his second year of
law school at UW, Flennaugh was a Rule 9 intern in
juvenile court where he was able to work directly
on legal cases and get his first experiences in the
courtroom. After that, he never considered any
other career option. Flennaugh says he enjoys
everything about the criminal defense profession:
*

Name changed to protect client confidentiality

“

It looked as though he had already
lost his career and his reputation,
and could potentially be sentenced
to prison for years…all for a crime
he didn’t commit.”

uwlaw
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Stanley Kartchner*, a popular
professor at a local college in
Seattle and a licensed therapist,
had just bundled his five-year old
daughter off to school when two
King County Sheriff Deputies came
to his house to arrest him. They
informed Kartchner that he was
accused of breaking into a female
student’s home, tying a strip of
cloth around her neck and raping
her, and that he was going to jail.
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criminal defense
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the incident was caught on video by a bystander.
The story has played out throughout the world via
television coverage and postings on the Internet.
Flennaugh said high publicity cases can pose a particular challenge.
“Being charged with a crime is an incredibly
stressful time for anyone,” he said, “and for many
of my clients, even having a charge leveled against
them is enough to harm their reputation or endanger their professional license.”
For this reason, Flennaugh will often go to great
lengths to explore all the evidence and legal options for his clients very early on in the criminal
prosecution process.
“If possible, I want to avoid charges ever being
filed against my clients. My goal is to demonstrate
early on that there would be reasonable doubt in
the minds of any potential jury and the government will not want to file the case.”
In criminal defense, the stakes are high and the
pressure is intense. A self-confessed workaholic,
Flennaugh admits “the hours can be very long.
But they seem longer for my clients, especially if
they’re in jail. I get to go home to my family at
the end of the day.”
“I can’t imagine doing anything else”, said Flennaugh.

Joshua

Colangelo-Bryan

“

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF LAW

meeting new people with different life stories;
counseling clients and giving them advice on how
to improve their lives; challenging the government
to prove a case; and the adrenaline rush of arguing
in court.
After graduating from law school, Flennaugh
worked as a public defender, representing both
adults and juveniles for the Society of Counsel
Representing Accused Persons (SCRAP). During the
beginning of his career at the agency, he represented juveniles.
“Just as with adult clients, the defense attorney’s
role is to advocate for the client and safeguard
their rights,” said Flennaugh. “The difference is, in
the juvenile system, there’s more of an emphasis on
rehabilitation of the accused and the family tends
to be more involved. As a result, I would often
work closely with the family to better navigate
the legal system and connect them with the right
resources.”
Since opening his own law firm in 2005, Flennaugh has often had cases that draw media attention or represented clients who were high profile
themselves. At the time this article was written,
Flennaugh was representing a juvenile defendant.
After jaywalking across a street in South Seattle,
she was assaulted by a Seattle Police Officer and

uwlaw
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When Criminal Defense is Controversial

It’s hard to say anyone who spent five-plus 		
years at Guantanamo is doing fabulously.”
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Over four years, Colangelo-Bryan, Rasmus, and their
colleagues at Dorsey & Whitney LLP in New York traveled to the Middle East to represent six Bahraini nationals detained after the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001. Colangelo-Bryan also worked to expose
the alleged abusive conditions at the Guantanamo
prison and weak evidence against his clients.
The team’s work eventually led to the release of all
six clients, and their return to their homes in Bahrain
and Saudi Arabia.
“A large part was due to Josh’s effort,” said Rasmus,
now director of legal recruiting at Dewey & LeBoeuf
in New York.
Colangelo-Bryan still expresses restrained outrage
about Guantanamo, the treatment of his clients, and
the U.S. system of handling the detainees. Last year
in Bahrain, he visited one of those clients, Jumah Al
Dossari, who attempted suicide a dozen times while in
detention and was finally released in 2007. ColangeloBryan witnessed one of those attempts in 2005, and
his graphic account of the grisly incident received
national news coverage.
“It’s hard to say anyone who spent five-plus years
at Guantanamo is doing fabulously,” said ColangeloBryan, a senior attorney and white-collar defense
specialist at Dorsey. “But in light of the desperation
and depression Jumah experienced for so many years,
he’s doing very well.”
Colangelo-Bryan’s Guantanamo work is only the
best-known in an impressive and growing list of legal
and human rights projects he’s tackled on a pro bono
basis – from exposing torture to bringing a federal
lawsuit alleging police use of excessive force against
New York City schoolchildren. Last December he won
a federal jury verdict against a Sing Sing Correctional
Facility guard who assaulted an inmate after refusing
to let the inmate visit the law library.
“Josh sees law as an instrument of social justice, and
he wants that to be an important component in his
legal career,” said Arthur Eisenberg, legal director of
the New York Civil Liberties Union and co-counsel with
Colangelo-Bryan in the New York schools case. That 4th
Amendment suit seeks to halt the alleged use of excessive force against students for non-criminal misbehavior such as not lying down for a nap. “He’s a wonderful
colleague – conscientious, bright and careful.”
Colangelo-Bryan, a Manhattan native, went to work
at a Seattle consulting firm on workplace conflict issues after graduating from Oberlin College. Impressed

with the knowledge and skills of the employment
lawyers he collaborated with, he decided to go to
law school.
Attending UW and focusing on employment law,
Colangelo-Bryan said he was influenced by several
professors including Lea Vaughn, Deborah Maranville,
and Eric Schnapper who emphasized the value of the
law for righting wrongs.
“That underscored my initial impulses of why I
wanted to be a lawyer,” he said.
After graduating and passing the bar, he lined up a
job at Preston Gates & Ellis (now K&L Gates) in Seattle
in 1999. First, though, he was granted a request for
a four-month delay in starting so he could do relief
work in post-war Kosovo. There he managed an
emergency shelter project and served as liaison and
interpreter for Italian NATO forces.
“That experience changed my orientation entirely in
terms of what I wanted to do,” he said. “I found that
international human rights issues were as compelling
as anything could be.”
He returned to Kosovo twice to work with international judges trying war crimes and terrorism cases,
and also as a second-seat prosecutor including in a
controversial war crimes case against Kosovo Liberation Army officers.
Then he decided to move back to his hometown,
New York, to gain more domestic legal experience.
Since taking a job at Dorsey in 2002, he’s done commercial litigation and white-collar defense work, including handling being part of a team that represented Rev. Al Sharpton in what was initially a tax fraud
investigation that became an administrative matter.
Colangelo-Bryan said he particularly enjoys internal
investigation work. He has probed pharmaceutical
safety, alleged child abuse in a treatment facility, and
embezzlement in a multinational company. “In general, I like the facts more than the law, digging into
a potential problem to figure out what really happened,” he said.
“He’s a very able investigator, an excellent all-around
litigator, and a great strategic thinker,” said Zachary
Carter, a former U.S. Attorney who heads Dorsey’s New
York trial group. “He’s the whole package.”
Colangelo-Bryan initially became involved in the
Guantanamo defense cases in 2004 through the
Center for Constitutional Rights. He didn’t know
whether his clients were guilty of terrorism or not, but
he felt they were entitled to a fair hearing. He later
became convinced the government’s cases were weak,
and that his clients were being badly abused in U.S.
custody. He made that argument not only in federal
court but in numerous interviews with the national
news media.
“Jumah Al Dossari was never charged with anything
at all,” Colangelo-Bryan said. “He was never even
accused in these sham hearings they held at Guantanamo of actually taking any action against the U.S.
or its allies.”

Rasmus vividly remembers her first trip to the Guantanamo prison with Colangelo-Bryan in May 2006 to
meet with Al Dossari. The U.S. government was holding him in solitary confinement, alleging he’d received
rifle training in Afghanistan when he was 16 and was
present at Tora Bora on the Afghanistan-Pakistan
border (where Osama bin Laden was purportedly hiding in 2001). Just before their visit, Al Dossari had just
tried to kill himself in his cell.
“I was shocked by the unbelievable rapport Josh had
with Jumah,” Rasmus said. “Here was someone living
under the worst conditions, but there we were eating
Doritos and McDonalds, even though Josh had taken
great pains to bring Middle Eastern treats. I laughed
as Jumah gave Josh a hard time about everything
from not being married to his haircut. They had an
extraordinary friendship, which reflected on Josh as a
person and his ability to make the most out of a really
difficult situation.”
Rasmus said she learned a sobering lesson from the
release of their Bahraini clients. “I believe a lot in the

legal system,” she said. “But what was shocking to me
was that while legal pressure was necessary, the true
successes came from the political side and the press
side. The fact that our detainees were from Bahrain
and the U.S. has good relations with Bahrain weighed
heavily in our favor.”
After speaking out in Bahrain against U.S. abuses
of detainees, Colangelo-Bryan said he felt obliged to
expose Bahraini abuses when he heard about alleged
torture of Shi’ite dissidents by the minority Sunni
government. Working with Human Rights Watch, he
traveled to Bahrain last year and interviewed recently
released prisoners, defense lawyers and human rights
activists. He also reviewed court records and medical
reports. Plainclothes security officials followed him.
In February, Colangelo-Bryan and Joe Stork, deputy
director of the Middle East division of Human Rights
Watch, returned to Bahrain with copies of their report
on the revival of torture since 2007 in the small island
kingdom. They held a news conference announcing
the findings, and called for an investigation and prosecution of those responsible. Some Bahraini officials
flatly denied the report’s findings, while others said
they’d investigate.
“It’s very important to people victimized by torture
to have their stories told and to attempt to hold the
government accountable,” Colangelo-Bryan said.
Stork lauds his work on the Bahrain report, noting
his meticulousness, resourcefulness, and skill in publicly presenting the findings. “At the news conference,
he was absolutely outstanding in boiling down the
essence of the case and mixing in the most telling anecdotes,” Stork said. “I attribute that to his experience
in the courtroom.”
Colangelo-Bryan still follows the Guantanamo
situation but is no longer representing detainees. He
laments that little has changed for the better since
President Obama took office. “Cases are still being
litigated the same way, with the government typically
losing two out of three cases and still maintaining
that the courts have no authority to order releases,”
he said.
His next pro bono project is an Alien Tort Claims
Act lawsuit on behalf of civilian victims of a foreign
paramilitary leader. With Dorsey’s support, he hopes
to continue doing this type of important human
rights work.
Rasmus said her parents often tease her by asking
what her friend Josh is up to as a way to prompt her
to take on other big pro bono projects. “’Josh is a
code word in my family for ‘political action’,” she said.
“He has inspired me to get involved in a good way.”
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Lauren Rasmus recalls with a laugh how
Joshua Colangelo-Bryan ’99 roped her into
helping him represent terrorism suspects
at the Guantanamo Bay military prison.
“He burst into my office and said, ‘Hey
Lauren, I’m working on an interesting pro
bono case. Do you have a little time?’ Next
thing I knew I was on a small military plane
to Guantanamo, Cuba.”
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Stansell

“

Federal Public Defender

It’s a real privilege to help 		
people in significant ways.”

But not before he had an internship as a student
observer in asylum hearings for Central American
refugees.
In mid-1980s, Puget Sound experienced a large wave
of refugees escaping brutal regimes in Guatemala and
El Salvador. Stansell’s internship with the Joint Legal
Taskforce on Central American Refugees involved attending asylum hearings before immigration judges
and assisting in a project training pro bono lawyers in
refugee defense. He also worked with law professor
Joan Fitzpatrick when members of religious organizations were arrested for providing sanctuary to men,
women and children refugees.
During the time of the Cold War, refugees from Eastern Bloc nations and the Soviet Union were granted
asylum. A blind eye was turned towards brutal Central
American regimes, and immigration judges routinely
denied asylum to refugees from El Salvador and
Guatemala. In Seattle, refugees were protected within
churches and synagogues. In Tucson, sanctuary activists were taken from churches and arrested.
Seattle pastor Donovan Cook of University Baptist
Church was an unindicted co-conspirator in the case,
and Stansell worked with Fitzpatrick on the amicus
brief on international law and how it related to the
sanctuary movement. The Tucson sanctuary workers were convicted, but, in a civil case brought by
American Baptist Churches against the Department
of Justice in 1985 and decided in 1990, church leaders
were vindicated.
Stansell realized a law degree would enable him to
more fully advocate for immigrants and refugees, and
after 18 months, he returned to law school. He graduated in 1988 and landed a contract at The Defender
Agency doing misdemeanor appeals.
“I learned then what trials were all about,” he recalled and soon joined the office full-time as a public
defender working on misdemeanor cases. During this
time, gangs were coming up to Seattle from California, and racial profiling was commonplace.
“I realized from my time working with refugees that
many misdemeanor cases were human rights cases,”
he said. “Police harassment of young black men was
not unusual. Anger just boils over after a while. I saw
many clients who were charged with resisting arrest
or obstruction of justice when they shouldn’t have
been stopped in the first place.”
Today, as a federal public defender, Stansell rarely
sees a rape, assault or burglary case. Some of his cases
do involve fraud or drugs, and many center on immigration status.
“People get deported, return here, and then are

re-arrested. There’s often no defense to the crime
of ‘illegal re-entry after deportation,’ but there are
mitigating circumstances that impact sentencing,”
Stansell emphasized.
While working on illegal re-entry cases, Stansell
learned of the fate of deportees who had served
their sentences but whose home countries would
not accept them back. They came from all over the
world and were caught in limbo. In Seattle alone, 180
people were held in indefinite detention by immigration officials in 1999. Their plight took Stansell to the
U.S. Supreme Court, but the highlight of his career
came in U.S. District Court in Seattle.
Stansell and fellow public defender Jennifer Wellman represented the 180 detainees, filing hundreds
of habeas corpus petitions. The U.S. District Court for
Western Washington decided to consolidate the cases,
sit en banc and hear arguments all at once.
“We had five clients in court and families for all
180 detained individuals filled the chamber,” Stansell
recalled. “Twice as many waited on the lawn outside
the courthouse. They had come from places where
there was no rule of law, and here in the U.S., although their sons and husbands did their time, they
were told they would be locked up now by INS with
no release date in sight. The idea that you could hold
someone indefinitely without charging them with a
new crime was so antithetical to what our country
is about.”
Stansell, energized by the courtroom crowd, argued
the case before five judges, relying on case law that
existed for more than 100 years. The court agreed that
indefinite detention was unconstitutional (Kim Ho Ma
v. Immigration and Naturalization Service). The government appealed. Wellman argued the case before
the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeal and prevailed. The
government appealed. In 2001, Stansell and Wellman
were in the U.S. Supreme Court (Zadvydas v. Davis,
Ashcroft, et al. v. Kim Ho Ma) and in a 5-4 decision,
indefinite detention was struck down. Five thousand
people were released around the country from detention, including the 180 in Seattle.
Although many of his cases involve immigrants,
Stansell also represents individuals convicted of major
crimes or crimes on federal or Indian lands. Stansell
sees his efforts as reducing harm to his clients, many
who need help overcoming addiction. He recalled one
client who was a meth addict, got clean and sober,
served his time and went to college and law school;
another, a baseball player who became addicted to
painkillers after an injury, went to prison, overcame
his addiction and went on to lead a productive life.
“It’s a real privilege to help people in significant
ways,” he said. “Sometimes you’re the first person
that cared to help them. Sometimes it’s not the end
of the road. Sometimes I help them get on their feet,
get them focused on the other end of their sentence
with a path to walk on. There are tremendous success stories that all public defenders can be proud
of, knowing they are a part of a person’s absolute
turnaround.”
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“I was raised with a clear sensibility to
do right in the world, to do justice,” Jay
Stansell, said recently from his office
in downtown Seattle. “I became a law
student for naïve reasons. I thought law
was the profession to change the world
with. I was disabused of this notion and
dropped out for a while.”
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Cassie

SNOHOMISH COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER’S OFFICE

“

My job is to be an advocate.”

“I had a lot of trial experience before starting,” said
Cassie Trueblood ’06. “I felt very prepared, but it was
still daunting. For the first few months, I had time
only to figure out what I needed to do for tomorrow.”
Trueblood got most of her trial experience during
summer internships and law school competitions.
While working at the U.S. Immigration Court in
Miami, Florida after her 1L year, she listened to trial
tapes and went through files and proceedings. By
the time a case is appealed to the Immigration Court,
it has already been through trial and one appeal.
Under the supervision of court attorneys from the
Department of Justice, Trueblood drafted seven decisions that summer.
“Those seeking asylum have sad stories, but that
doesn’t mean they meet the standard for asylum,”
Trueblood noted.
Upon returning to law school, Trueblood built
on her Miami experiences with an internship and
then a part-time job with the Immigration Project in
the office of the Washington Public Defender. She
worked with Ann Benson on rewriting the manual on
defending immigration clients, an exercise that came
in handy when she spent the following summer in
Yakima in the Federal Public Defenders Office.
“In the federal system, it’s much more about getting
people less time in prison than it is about obtaining not-guilty verdicts,” she said. “Most of the cases
involve illegal entry, and there’s usually not much
defense for that.”
In her last year in law school, Trueblood was elected
president of the Student Bar Association, participated
in the Innocence Project NW Clinic, and worked parttime on employment cases for a private attorney.
Coming to the Snohomish Defenders Association in
August 2006, Trueblood found herself immersed in
misdemeanor cases in district court. Most involved driving offenses, domestic violence assaults, and possession
of marijuana. She appeared in court on more than 50
cases each week and did all the required defense work
on those and the other 150 cases on her desk.
“I was writing motions to suppress and meeting with
clients while preparing for 14 jury trials that first year,”
she recalled. “There was a lot to juggle at any one
time, and while I had a lot of experience in court and
working on appellate briefs, negotiating with prosecutors was a whole new skill I needed to master.”

Another big change came when she moved to
juvenile court a year later. In juvenile cases, probation officers are involved from the beginning. There
are no jury trials. Parents often have a lawyer of their
own, particularly in cases where restitution is involved.
Parents do not necessarily agree with probation officers, and both may disagree with Trueblood, whose
role was to advocate for her client’s stated interests.
Perhaps the most difficult cases involved juveniles
involved in consensual sexual behavior.
“If you’re convicted of a sex offense as a juvenile,
you could have to register for the rest of your life,”
Trueblood said. “It’s a highly emotional issue for
parents, who want to be involved in any plea bargain,
and the stakes are high for the teenager.”
She was once involved with a case involving a
13-year-old girl and 14-year-old boy. Even though the
girl admitted to her friends, parents and school counselors that she consented, she changed her story after
being ostracized at school, and the boy was brought
up on rape charges.
“We ended up winning that one,” Trueblood said,
“but there were victims, more than one, in that case.”
Now in her fourth year as a public defender, Trueblood handles adult felony cases in superior court.
Her caseload is smaller but more complex. At any
given time, she is working on 60 cases including drug
possession, trafficking in stolen property, robbery and
rape. Most recently, she is working on defending a
young man in a “shaken baby” case. Her preparation
involved researching dozens of medical documents
and testimony from other trials.
As with her time in juvenile court, Trueblood handles many cases involving sex offenses, and these are
her most difficult ones. She sees many clients with developmental delays who may not have the capacity to
fully understand the consequences of their situations
or their behaviors. Some cases involve clients who fail
to register as a sex offender, a crime that carries a stiff
penalty. Recently, a 35-year-old client was arrested on
a minor infraction. He faced prison time because as
a 12-year-old, he was convicted of a sex offense and
failed to register.
Trueblood agrees on the importance of registration
for dangerous pedophiles, but finds some restrictions
on individuals often unreasonable.
“If a person is found to be a sex offender, a judge
may order him to be banned from using the Internet
and from any place where children may congregate,
including malls and grocery stores,” she explained.
“You can see the problem if a person needs to buy
clothes or food.”
Her most recent case – murder.
Today, with more than 1,000 cases under her belt,
Trueblood has only praise for the justice system and
her colleagues.
“My job is to be an advocate,” she said. “I work
in a really good office with lots of people who have
been doing this for a really long time, with lots of
good advice.”
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Imagine that you’ve passed the bar exam
and are on a short vacation before
you continue your job search. You get
a call that you’ve landed a job at the
Snohomish COUNTY PUBLIC Defenders
Office. You walk into the Everett
office the day after you return to the
Northwest and are handed a box with
200 case files. By week two, you are in
two jury trials.
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Q:
A:

Tim Ford, known nationally for his work on
the death penalty, had posted a volunteer
opportunity. It was Professor Rob Aronson who suggested I give him a call. I completed the project and
thought that was it. Ford called me and asked why I
hadn’t come back, and I started working for him on
a death penalty case in Montana. He was working
for the NAACP at that time and most of our work
involved post-conviction sentencing in federal
cases. Although the NAACP held the position that
the death penalty was racist, they would represent
anyone on death row.

Q:
A:

What was your first case involving
direct contact with a person facing
the death penalty?

A:

Q:

fall 2010

What are the unique challenges of
appealing death penalty sentences in
capital cases?
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A:

During the penalty phase in a capital case, you
have to convince the jury that your client
shouldn’t be put to death. What you want to at least
explain is how some aspects of your client’s life make
it more appropriate for him to be in prison than
to be executed. A lot of what we do is talk to the
family, get all the records, and find out what kind of
person he was beyond this snapshot in time. With
Bartholomew, we succeeded in convincing the jury
that he shouldn’t be put to death. He’s still serving
his life sentence.

Why did you gravitate to appellate work?

It’s great if you have an academic interest in
the law. For appellate attorneys, it’s not about
the jury. There are three people in the courtroom:
judge, prosecutor and defense attorney. I once wrote
a 350-page brief and argued the law before the
Washington State Supreme Court. It’s exciting to
put the facts together, tell the story and make the
legal points.

Q:

Q:
A:

What is the difference between a death
penalty case and other trials?

In death penalty cases, it’s not just about 		
cross-examining witnesses. What you’re facing
is that your client, whatever he’s done, could end up
at the end of a noose or an IV. You have to do a lot
of work with your client, who may be depressed, in
denial, feeling guilty, or any number of things that
make them untrusting of you, the attorney. Very few
people who are charged with the death penalty have
had all the advantages of life. A lot of them have
had run-ins with the law and public defenders. You
have to convince them you have their best interests
at heart and they can trust you and their family can
trust you.
I remember Bartholomew asking me if I was just
interested in his case because I didn’t want to see
anyone get the death penalty. He wanted to know I
was not just there for idealistic reasons but that I was
there for him.
In preparation, you not only have to work on what
happened. Did this person commit this crime? Was
it premeditated? Did they do all the things they are
accused of? You have to decide what to tell the jury

Q:
A:

31

Number of death sentences since
the death penalty was enacted in
Washington in 1981

10

Number currently on appeal

21

Number that have completed appellate
review

17 (81%)

Number of reversals

0

Number resulting in sentence of death
after remand

4

Number of executions (3 defendants
waived federal appellate review)

What is the hardest part?

I think the hardest part is hoping that you’re a
good enough attorney to do your job. It’s
harder for a trial attorney because everything is happening in real time. They have to think very fast on
their feet. We appellate attorneys have the luxury of
time to pick apart the trial proceedings.

How did you get involved in death
penalty work?

The Washington death penalty had been 		
declared unconstitutional in 1982 but was
re-enacted by 1984. There were people who had
been on death row, then off death row, and then
had to have new sentencing hearings. I retried the
death penalty phase of State v. Bartholomew. The
trial was before a jury in Pierce County. Although
I didn’t have any trial experience, I learned that
death penalty sentencing is a lot different than
going to trial.

Q:
A:

1981 – present

How do you deal with the emotional toll
of these cases?

Everyone compartmentalizes it a little bit,
otherwise you couldn’t function. It’s in your
head and in your heart all the time you are doing the
work. For the clients, I am their lifeline. I get to see
the better side. By knowing the whole story, I can be
a better advocate. I’m not their mother nor their social worker. My job is to represent them in the legal
system, and that’s what I’m going to do.
There’s a lot of tragedy in the world, and you can’t
just say my client is right and the victims are wrong.
You have to be honest with yourself. Part of honesty
is to recognize it’s very complicated and people are
very complicated.
I don’t believe in the death penalty and am working for the day we don’t have one. All the clients I’ve
had on appeal are off death row.

2000-2003

The Washington State Legislature passed the
Extraordinary Criminal Justice Costs Act in 1999 to assist
counties with the costs of aggravated murder cases.
Findings below are from a review of aggravated murder
cases petitioned under the act for the period 2000-2003.*

42

Total number of cases

19

With death penalty

23

Without death penalty

$22.5M

Total, including Gary Ridgway trial

$1M

Average

$6.7M

Total, excluding Gary Ridgway trial

$371,765

Average

$3.4M

Trial costs without death penalty

$147,518

Average

29.5

Average length of non-death penalty
appeal (in months)

73.5

Average length of death penalty appeal (in months)

*
Washington’s Death Penalty System: A Review of the Cost, Length,
and Results of Capital Cases in Washington State, Washington
Death Penalty Assistance Center, Seattle, WA (2004)
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Rita Griffith ’84 began her legal studies at the UW on the same day her eldest son started
his freshman year. She is one of a handful of attorneys qualified by the Washington State
Supreme Court to appeal death penalty sentences.

by the numbers
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about this individual as a person. In some cases, it
might be a mental illness and the defendant doesn’t
want you to say he is mentally ill. Ted Kaczynski is a
prominent example.
Part of gaining this trust includes talking to the client weekly, sometimes several times a week. We’re
seeing a lot of defendants going through a number
of attorneys, and that shows how difficult it really is
to get the kind of trust and cooperation that make
the client feel you are working in their best interest.
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Student Perspective
Tribal Public Defense Clinic
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This week I was successful in getting my first case
dismissed outright. As I write these words my client
is being released from jail and will have dinner
tonight surrounded by his family rather than steel
bars. The client had been accused of theft and was
being held in the Snohomish County jail, facing up
to a year of incarceration. After reading the case file
and interviewing witnesses, I realized there was no
evidence the client had ever possessed the property
in question.
I wrote a brief challenging the evidence as
inadmissible hearsay and prepared for oral argument.
Then I prepared for trial with my partner Emily
Hansen. We drafted voir dire questions, an opening
statement, direct examinations, cross examinations
and a closing argument. But in the end, it wasn’t
trial tactics that made the difference. It was good,
old-fashioned investigative work. A week earlier, we
took a trip out to Tulalip to interview a key witness.
That witness led us out to a small trailer on the edge
of the reservation where we were able to track
down the property in question. We took pictures of
the property. Based on those pictures it was clear
the case could not go forward. After presenting the

John Garza ’10 (r) with Tulalip Tribes Presiding Criminal Judge
Gary Bass ’65

prosecutor with the witness testimony and the newfound physical evidence, the case was dismissed.

FEBRUARY 2010
In criminal defense you have to learn to take the
good days with the bad. This month I had at least
one of each. First, we had a clinic potluck that
doubled as a brainstorming session for an upcoming
trial involving one of our teams. We discussed trial
tactics while enjoying wonderful food. Afterwards,
we put the finishing touches on the team’s opening
and closing arguments. Later in the week we were
able to watch them in action.
The trial itself was both a victory and a loss. During
pretrial motions, the team was successful in making
arguments that led to the dismissal of two of the
three charges against their client. They were also
successful in getting a much disputed jury instruction
which allowed them to raise an affirmative defense
on the client’s behalf. The jury was chosen, witnesses
were examined and opening and closing arguments
were made. Our team presented a compelling case.
We were proud of both of them, but after a hard
fought battle the jury came back with a verdict
of guilty.

MARCH 2010
Today I learned the Tulalip Tribal Council voted to
pass the revisions to the Law and Order Code that
we all worked so hard on. It was exciting to know
that I had taken part in helping a sovereign nation
draft the laws that affect the lives of all its citizens. I
was reminded that criminal defense attorneys don’t
just serve the needs of our clients — we serve whole
communities. Taking part in the Tulalip Tribal Defense
Clinic has impressed this truth upon me and has left
me better prepared for serving both my clients and my
community in the future.

Staffed by six J.D. and six LL.M. students, under the
supervision of Professor Scott Schumacher and staff
attorney John Clynch, the Federal Tax Clinic represents low-income people throughout Washington
State in disputes before the Internal Revenue Service
and in federal court.
The tax clinic is one of the experiential learning
opportunities offered to UW students who are
interested in business, tax and corporate law. The
students are the first-chair lawyers on their cases,
and they get hands-on experience dealing with
clients and dealing with the IRS.
For students, the clinic experience often is the first
time they meet with real clients. Maggie McLaughlin
’10, who expects to get her LL.M. in tax next year,
met her first client through a translator. The man, a
Pakistani, spoke little English, and McLaughlin had to
explain and simplify tax law for both the translator
and the client.
Her biggest case so far involved a woman who owed
more than $300,000. After her husband died, the IRS
found that he had under-reported their income.
“This is a classic innocent spouse case,” McLaughlin
said. “She simply signed the forms and was unaware
that the returns were incorrect.” McLaughlin is working through the lengthy process of resolving this case
with the IRS.
While the clinic is litigation-focused, very few
students go on to a tax litigation practice after
graduation. But Professor Schumacher said the
students’ experience is invaluable no matter what
kind of practice they enter. “Dealing with clients,
learning how to navigate within an agency like the
IRS and applying the tax code to real-life situations
are all essential experiences.”
Schumacher noted that resolving tax disputes gives
the students a unique perspective on tax law: “Having cleaned up the messes of deals gone bad, the
students will never look at a business transaction the
same way again.”
One of the LL.M. students in the clinic is John
Ridge, a partner at Stoel Rives in Seattle. His law

Preofessor Scott Schumacher, Federal Tax Clinic

practice involves telecommunication litigation as
well as state and local tax controversies. He takes
one class per quarter and expects to attain his LL.M.
degree in six years.
“I love the academic pursuit,” he said, “and this is
the most I’ve ever enjoyed law school.”
Most likely because of his experience, Ridge believes he gets some of the “nasty” cases that come
along. Last year, he had one case where a client
owed more than $200,000 in taxes.
“He had made hundreds of thousands of dollars
doing some very unsavory work,” Ridge recalled. “He
had some type of wake-up call, changed his life and
is working to be an elementary school teacher. The
money was all gone, he was a student, and he had
nothing to his name.” Ridge worked with the IRS to
resolve his client’s tax liability.
Ridge finds the clinic debriefings especially helpful to the J.D. students, who may have had limited
experience in dealing with people in highly stressful situations. The mix of J.D. and LL.M. students
provides mentoring opportunities in the clinic. Ridge
and Jacob Phillips ’10 worked on a lawsuit in federal
court together.
“The clinic program teaches you a body of law, but
more than that, it gives you the real skill of dealing
with people,” Ridge said.
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“

The students and attorneys working
in the Federal Tax Clinic cannot do
anything about DEATH but they have
been very successful over the years in
resolving their clients’ tax problems.

DECEMBER 2009

Today I sat down with members of the Tulalip
Tribes’ legal community to collaborate on a revision
to Ordinance 49, the Tribes’ Law and Order Code.
Representatives from the tribal agencies that
would be affected by such changes were invited to
participate. My instructor Molly Cohan ’77 asked
me to join her in representing the UW Tribal Public
Defense Clinic. We met with Presiding Criminal
Judge Gary Bass ’65, Tulalip Prosecutor Janice Ellis,
Counsel for the Tribe Lael Echo-Hawk ’03, the Tribe’s
paralegal Monica Sampson and Dana Merriman from
the Northwest Intertribal Court System.
It was a new experience to be working on behalf
of clients in a process that was more collaborative
than adversarial. I presented research comparing
the affirmative defenses available under the current
Tulalip Code with those available on the state and
federal level, as well as those available in other tribal
law and order codes. I also participated in drafting
new definitions for key terms like “competency” and
“capacity.” The revisions are to be presented to the
Tribal Council for vote in January.

Nothing in life is certain except death and taxes.” Benjamin Franklin
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Alumni Awards Presented
at Annual Banquet

michael Gotham

sonia Rodriguez

On May 13, the Law School Alumni Association recognized President Johnson
Toribiong ’72, LL.M. ’73; Michael Gotham ’93 and Sonia Rodriguez ’00 at the
annual Alumni Recognition Banquet.

johnson Toribiong

President Toribiong (center) with UW Interim President
Phyllis Wise and Dean Kellye Testy

Distinguished Alumni Award recipient
President Johnson Toribiong

fall 2010

Elected in 2008 and sworn into office on January 15,
2009, His Excellency Johnson Toribiong is the eighth
president of the Republic of Palau, a Pacific island
nation. He received a BA in Political Science with a
minor in economics from the University of Colorado in
1969 and graduated from the UW School of Law with
a J.D. degree in 1972 and an LL.M. degree in Marine
Affairs in 1973.
During his presidency, Toribiong has garnered
publicity for forming an organization of Pacific Island
States to protect the tuna industry and for offering to
resettle in the Republic of Palau a dozen Uighurs, Chinese Muslims who had been captured in Afghanistan
and held in Guantanamo Bay.
He also stresses the importance of diversifying
Palau’s national economy, encouraging foreign
investment and addressing issues related to the
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Compact of Free Association with the United
States. Toribiong emphasizes preserving close ties
with Washington while maintaining Palau’s unique
status as an independent nation and continuing to
protect Palau’s resources.
Toribiong served as vice president of Palau’s First
Constitutional Convention in 1979 and president of
Palau’s Second Constitutional Convention in 2005. He

President Toribiong and First Lady Valeria Toribiong (center)
greet Palauans of Washington state

was the floor leader of the Senate in Palau’s First
National Congress from 1981 to 1984 and Ambassador
to the Republic of China-Taiwan from 2001 to 2008.
Toribiong served in numerous other legal, judicial
and civic positions including being the Traditional Title
Bearer of Chief Ngiraked of Airai State from 1999 to
2008 and President of the Palau Chamber of Commerce from 2001 to 2005.
He has practiced law in Palau and neighboring jurisdictions since 1974 and is the first sitting head-of-state
to receive a Law School Alumni Association Recognition Award.

Sonia Rodriguez ’00 with C.Z. Smith ‘55

Service Recognition Award recipient
Michael Gotham

Recent Graduate Award recipient
Sonia Rodriguez

Gotham is the Director of Recruiting and Retention
with the law firm Perkins Coie. In that role, he oversees law student and lateral attorney recruiting,
new attorney orientation and integration, associate
evaluation and compensation, and other attorney
personnel matters.
He received his J.D. degree from UW School of
Law in 1993. As a law student, Gotham was editorin-chief of the Washington Law Review.
Prior to joining Perkins Coie in 2008, Gotham was
Director of Attorney Recruiting for Heller Ehrman
LLP for three years. He also worked as Director of
Lawyer Recruiting and Professional Development
for Stoel Rives LLP and Director of Career Planning
and Public Service at the UW School of Law.
Gotham recently completed his term as Immediate Past President of National Association for Law
Placement (NALP). He served on the NALP Board
of Directors and the Part V Task Force Past NALP
activities, as an at-large member of the Board of
Directors (2002-2004) a member of the 2005-2010
Long-Range Strategic Planning Committee, chair
of the Timing Guidelines Taskforce (2003-2004) and
chair of the 2006 Annual Education Conference
Planning Committee. Gotham’s other past NALP
activities include serving as chair and vice-chair of
the Public Service Committee, a member of the Educational Programming Advisory Council, a member
of the Nominating Committee and a member of the
2000-2005 Long-Range Strategic Planning Committee. He was awarded the NALP President’s Award
in 2005 for his work on behalf of the association.
Gotham is a past president of the UW Law School
Alumni Association.

Rodriguez is the owner and managing attorney
of Morales Rodriguez P.S. in Yakima specializing
in family law. In 2008 she was appointed to the
Yakima City Council, the first Latino/a member in
Yakima history, serving until November 2009. Rodriguez was recently sworn in as a Pro Tem Judge
in Yakima County.
She received her undergraduate degree in philosophy from the UW in 1997 and J.D. from the
UW School of Law in 2000.
After graduation from law school, Rodriguez
moved to Yakima where she worked for Columbia Legal Services from 2000-2002 representing
victims of domestic violence in family law and
immigration matters. In July of 2002, she joined
the Contreras and Morales law firm to develop her
private family law practice.
That same year, she contracted with Yakima
County to provide representation to parents and
children in dependency, termination of parental
rights, at-risk youth and truancy cases.
In January 2004, she co-founded Morales Rodriguez P.S., which has the largest contract in Yakima
County and employs an associate attorney who
represents parents full-time.
She has extensive leadership experience in the
Washington State Bar Association, including service as the Southeast Region Trustee in the Young
Lawyers Division and as the Young Lawyer Delegate to the ABA.
A founder of the Northeast Blockwatch group
in Yakima which mobilizes community involvement to target the local gang problem, Rodriguez
serves on the boards of the Citizens for Safe Community and Central Washington Comprehensive
Mental Health.
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President Toribiong addresses law students

Mike Gotham ’93 with Dean Kellye Testy
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Law School Welcomes Three
New Faculty Members

Fellow and Articles Editor of the Harvard Law

Professor Anna Mastroi-

We are proud to welcome the newest mem-

Stahl, United States Court of Appeals for the

anni, a UW law faculty

bers of our faculty: Mary Fan, Anita Krug and

First Circuit.

member since 1998, was

Rafael Pardo. All three specialize in areas of

Pardo began his academic

awarded tenure by UW

the law that have some of the biggest impact

career at Tulane University,

President Mark Em-

on our society today: criminal law, privacy,

and most recently, he was

mert in recognition of

commercial and business law, securities regu-

on the law faculty at Seattle

Professor JONATHAN (JON) EDDY ’69 was ap-

her achievements in

lation, and investment management law. Fan,

University. Prior to enter-

the classroom, academic community, and legal

Krug and Pardo bring unique perspectives

ing academia, he worked

profession. Mastroianni teaches health law

and real-world experience to our classrooms.

pointed director of the Asian Law Center.
Eddy, who has extensive experience in legal
systems in transitional economies, is known
internationally for his work on economic
development, transitional legal systems and
commercial law reform in Afghanistan, the
Arabian Gulf, Ethiopia, Indonesia, Japan, and
China. Eddy succeeds Professor VERONICA
TAYLOR LL.M. ’92, who was recently appointed as head of the Regulatory Institutions
Network (RegNet) at the Australian National
University. Taylor will continue to serve as
an affiliate professor and senior advisor to
the Asian Law Center. The law school has
launched an extensive global search for Eddy’s
successor as Director of the Center.

Fan, who received her

New York and served as a law clerk to U.S.

tion, at the law school, the UW Department of

J.D. from Yale University,

Bankruptcy Court Judge Prudence Carter

Health Services, School of Public Health, the

clerked for Judge John T.

Beatty for the Southern District of New York.

Institute for Public Health Genetics, and other

Noonan in the 9th Circuit

He received his J.D. from New York University

units throughout the university. She has also

Court and then became

School of Law where he served as an execu-

worked in Washington D.C. on a number of

an assistant U.S. Attorney

tive editor of the New York University Law

legal and governmental policy positions, as

for the Southern District of California. She

Review. Pardo’s areas of scholarly interest

well as practicing health law.

served as an associate legal officer for the

include bankruptcy and commercial law.

International Criminal Tribunal for the Former

National Research Council’s Committee on

Yugoslavia, a U.N. court investigating war

Institutional Review Boards, Social Science

crimes and crimes against humanity. Fan, who

and Surveys and the Institute of Medicine’s

previously was on the faculty at Georgetown

Committee on the Review of the National

University, specializes in U.S. and interna-

Immunization Program’s Research Procedures

tional criminal law and procedure, as well as

and Data Sharing Program. In addition, she is

privacy law.

nationally recognized for her contributions

Krug works in the area of

to health policy, law and bioethics by the

securities regulation, inves-

American Association for the Advancement

tor protection, and business

of Science.

law. Most recently, she was

Her publications include six books and nu-

a partner with Howard Rice

merous peer-reviewed articles on law, medicine

Nemerovski Canady & Rab-

and bioethics. Her article, “The Flaws In State

kin, P.C. in San Francisco and on the faculty

‘Apology’ And ‘Disclosure’ Laws Dilute Their

at Hastings College of the Law. Krug earned

Impact on Malpractice Suits,” was published in

her J.D., M.A. and Ph.D. degrees from Harvard

the 2010 September issue of Health Affairs.

University where she was a Jacob K. Javits

Harvard University Law School appointed Associate Professor ROBERT ANDERSON, Director of the Native American Law Center, as the
Oneida Nation Visiting Professor. Anderson will
teach American Indian law at Harvard one term
for each of the next five years and will otherwise remain on the full-time faculty at the UW
School of Law.
Senior Law Lecturer TOM COBB was a visiting
professor at the Edouard Lambert Comparative Law Institute at the Université Jean Moulin
Lyon 3 Faculty of Law, France in March 2010. As
a visiting professor, Cobb taught a three week
course on “U.S. Evidence Law and the Jury.”
RON COLLINS has joined the UW School of Law
as the Harold S. Shefelman Visiting Scholar.
He specializes in First Amendment law and in
constitutional law. Before coming to UW, he

Associate Professor of Law and Innocence
Project Northwest Clinic Director JACKIE MCMURTRIE received the Friend of the Judiciary
Award at the 2010 King County Washington
Women Lawyers Judicial Appreciation Luncheon last June.
In August 2010, Henry M. Jackson Professor of
Law PAUL STEVEN MILLER received an award
from the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EEOC) in honor of the 20th anniversary of the Americans With Disabilities
Act (ADA). Miller was one of the longest serving commissioners of the EEOC, the federal
agency which enforces employment discrimination laws.
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as an associate at Willkie Farr & Gallagher in

Professor SAM DONALDSON assumed the role
of Associate Dean for Academic Administration
in June. He succeeds Professors Steve Calandrillo and Peter Nicolas.
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fall 2010

Review. She clerked for Judge Norman H.

and bioethics, including issues of reproduc-

Professor Mastroianni has served on the
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was a scholar at the First Amendment Center in
Washington, D.C..

Mastroianni
Awarded Tenure
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W. Hunter Simpson Professor of Law TOSHIKO
TAKENAKA was selected for German Academic
Exchange Services (DAAD) to receive a competitive research fellowship to conduct research in
Germany. She will work with professors in leading intellectual property programs at German
universities and lead interviews with researchers, inventors and patent professionals in Munich, Stuttgart, Dresden, Berlin and Dusseldorf,
November 2010 through January 2011.

Faculty Service and
Scholarly Activities

fall 2010

Craig Allen, Member, Nautical
Institute-International Maritime
Organization Liaison Committee
Chaired Working Group, “Narrow Collision Rules,” U.S. Navigation Safety Advisory Council
(June 2010)
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Presentation, “Stories About Storytelling: One Hundred Years of Brief Writing Advice,” Applied Legal
Storytelling Conference (Portland, Oregon, July 2009)
Karen Boxx, Presentation, “Ethical and Malpractice
Issues Related to Probate Litigation,” 12th Annual
Probate Litigation and Ethics Seminar, King County
Bar Association (Seattle, Washington, December 2009)
Presentation, “New 2009 Slayer Statute – Financial
Exploitation as Grounds for Disinheritance,” Advising Estate Planning and Probate Clients, Washington
State Bar Association (Seattle, Washington, November 2009)
Speaker, “Estate and Related Planning During Economic Turmoil,” American Bar Association Section of Real
Property, Trust and Estate Law e-CLE (January 2009)
Steve Calandrillo, Panelist, “Vaccines, Injuries,
and Compensation: The Role of the National Vaccine
Court” (UW, December 2009)
Presentation, “A Businessman’s Introduction to Economic Analysis of the Law,” Foster School of Business,
MBA Twilight Talk Series (UW, October 2009)
Presentation, “Why the Supreme Court Needs a
Lesson on Law & Economics,” Davis Wright Tremaine (Seattle, June 2009), Graham Dunn (Seattle,
Washington, May 2009)
Presentation, “Penalizing Punitive Damages,” K&L
Gates (Seattle, Washington, March 2009)
Lecture, “An Economic Analysis of Punitive Damages,”
Charles I. Stone Endowed Lecture (UW, October 2009
Presentation, “Baseball’s Moral Hazard,” Major
League Baseball Hall of Fame (Cooperstown, New
York, June 2010)

Presentation, “The Roots of Operational Risk Management,” U.S. Coast Guard Sector (San Diego, California,
April 2010)

Presentation, “Casey at the Bat: Law, Economics
and the Designated Hitter Rule,” American Law &
Economics Association Annual Conference (Princeton
University, May 2010)

Presentation, “WMD Proliferation and the Law: A
Progress Report,” U.S. Pacific Command International
Military Operations and Law Conference (Kona, Hawaii, March 2010)

Moderator, “Health and Individual Well-Being,”
American Law & Economics Association Annual Conference (Princeton University, May 2010)

Helen Anderson, Presentation, “From Generation
X to Generation Z: Has Anything Changed?” North-

Presentation, “The Value of Clerkships in One’s Legal
Career,” (UW, April 2010)

Tom Cobb, Presentation, “Judges’ Brief-Writing
Advice and the Caseload Crisis of the 1970s,” Association for the Study of Law, Culture, and the Humanities Annual Conference (Suffolk University Law
School, April 2009)
Presentation, “Judges and the Rhetoric of Reading,”
Visiting Scholar Series (Mercer University School of
Law, March 2009)
Sam Donaldson, Presentation, “The Estate Planner’s
Guide to Corporate and Partnership Tax” (Estate Planning
Council of Northern Nevada,
May 2010)
Presentations, “Recent Developments in Estate Planning” (Hawaii Association
of Public Accountants, June 2010; St. Luke’s Health
Foundation 18th Annual Charitable Estate Tax
Strategy Seminar, May 2010; UCLA Estate Planning
Institute, May 2010; Seattle Estate Planning Council
54th Estate Planning Seminar, October 2009)
Presentations, “Burning Questions (and Even Hotter
Answers) About Grantor Trusts” (Hawaii Association of Public Accountants, June 2010; St. Luke’s
Health Foundation 18th Annual Charitable Estate Tax
Strategy Seminar, May 2010; Eugene Estate Planning
Council, May 2010; Southern Arizona Estate Planning
Council, February 2010; Sacramento Estate Planning
Council, January 2010; Ohio Northern University 15th
Annual Continuing Education Seminar, November
2009; Rady Children’s Hospital Foundation 14th Annual Professionals Symposium, October 2009; Portland Estate Planning Council, September 2009)
Presentations, “Covering Your Client’s S (Corporation)” (Hawaii Association of Public Accountants,
June 2010; St. Luke’s Health Foundation 18th Annual Charitable Estate Tax Strategy Seminar, May
2010; 29th Annual Kansas City Estate Planning
Symposium, April 2010)
Presentations, “Recent Changes to the Estate
and Generation-Skipping Transfer Tax Laws: Who
Moved Our Cheese?” (Eugene Estate Planning
Council, May 2010; Spokane Estate Planning Council, March 2010; Seattle Estate Planning Council,
February 2010; Washington Planned Giving Council, January 2010)

Presentations, “Income Tax Aspects of Family
Limited Partnerships” (Washington AttorneyCPA Tax Clinic, February 2010; University of Texas
Estate Planning Workshop, December 2009; New
York University Tax Institute, November 2009;
Ohio Northern University 15th Annual Continuing
Education Seminar, November 2009; Seattle Estate
Planning Council 54th Estate Planning Seminar,
October 2009)
Presentations, “2009 Federal Tax Update” (Arizona
Community Foundation and Jewish Community
Foundation Tax and Legal Seminar, November
2009; 15th Annual Internal Revenue Service Working Together Symposium, November 2009; Ohio
Northern University 15th Annual Continuing
Education Seminar, November 2009; Montana Tax
Institute, October 2009; Oregon Society of CPAs
Northwest Tax Institute, October 2009)
Presentation, “Liquidation of the Family Limited
Partnership,” Southern California Tax and Estate
Planning Forum (San Diego, California, October 2009)
Presentations, “Impact of Entity Form on the Estate
Plan” Southern California Tax and Estate Planning
Forum (San Diego, California, October 2009)
Presentation, ALI-ABA Estate Planning for the
Closely-Held Business Owner (Santa Fe, New
Mexico, July 2009)
Jonathan Eddy, Presentation, Fakultas Hukum
Universitas Diponegoro, “U.S. ‘Rule of Law’ Projects:
Some Special Considerations in Muslim Countries,”
(Semerang, Indonesia, 2010)
Presentation, Faculty of Law Graduate Program, University of Indonesia, “The GM Reorganization: Application of U.S. Bankruptcy Law Principles” (Salemba,
Indonesia, 2010; Depok, Indonesia, 2010)
Presentation, University of Indonesia. “U.S. ‘Rule of
Law’ Projects in Muslim Countries: Mythologies, Stereotypes and False Paradigms” (Depok, Indonesia, 2010)
Presentation, Law and Society Association Annual
Meeting, “Parodoxes and Paradigms: Foreign Intervention in Afghanistan” (Denver, Colorado, 2010)
Julia Gold, Keynote Speaker, “Managing Your
First Arbitration,” AAA (Seattle, Washington,
November 2009)
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Assistant Professor of Law SCOTT SCHUMACHER
was appointed Director of the law school’s
Graduate Tax Program. Schumacher continues
to serve as Director of the Federal Tax Clinic,
which received a $94,494 grant from the Internal Revenue Service last January, one of only a
handful to receive the highest grant award.

west Regional Legal Writing Conference (Portland,
Oregon, August 2009)

uwlaw

Professor ERIC SCHNAPPER is counsel for the
petitioner in Thompson v. North American Stainless, LP, for which the U.S. Supreme Court recently
granted a writ of certiorari. The case involves
employer retaliation against a worker’s relatives.
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Presenter, Bellevue Neighborhood Mediation Program, “Uniform Mediation Act and Ethics in Mediation” (Bellevue, Washington, April 2010)

Presentation, “Avoiding Pitfalls During Jury Selection,” National Institute of Trial Advocacy National
Education Center (Colorado, January 2010)

Robert Gomulkiewicz, Presenter, “Open Source
License Diversity and the Simple Public License,” Intellectual Property Week (Richardson School of Law,
University of Hawaii, 2010)

Sarah Kaltsounis, Presentation, “CLE: Ninth
Circuit Boot Camp: A Beginning and Intermediate
Guide to 9th Circuit Practice” (Seattle, Washington,
July 2009)

Presenter, “Open Source Software—What’s Copyright Got To Do With It?” (Seattle University School
of Law, 2009)

Sylvia Kang’ara, Presentation, “Kenyan Law and
Culture for International Criminal Investigators and
Prosecutors,” International Criminal Court (The
Hague, March 2010)

Presenter, “FOSS and its Fear of Patents,” Olswang
Patent Seminar (London, England, 2009)
Presenter, “Open Source: Changing Intellectual Property Transactions?” (Queen Mary College, University
of London, 2009)
Gregory Hicks, Presenter, “Conflicting Norms in
the Struggle for Communitary Governance in the
Acequias of the upper Rio Grande Watershed”
(Cusco, Peru, November 2009)
Lecture, “Challenging and Transforming Colorado
Water Law for Acequia Survival,” 2010 Annual National Conference of the Association for Chicana and
Chicano Studies (Seattle, Washington, April 2010)

fall 2010

Maureen Howard, Presentation, “Dealing With the Rambo
Litigator,” National Institute of
Trial Advocacy (Seattle, Washington, August 2009)
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Presentation, “Theory Testing in Deposition,” National
Institute of Trial Advocacy (Colorado, February 2010)

Presentation, “Effective Direct
and Cross Examination,” National
Education Center (Colorado, January 2009)
Presentation, “Witnesses Who Lie, Forget or Fight,”
and “The Secrets of Mastering Exhibits and Objections
at Trial”, The American Bar Association’s Critical Trial
Skills for Legal Services Attorneys (UW, March 2010)
Panelist, Volunteer Lawyers in Public Service, The
National Institute for Teaching Ethics and Professionalism (Atlanta, Georgia, March 2010)

Presentation, “Positivism and Identities: African
Women Jurists in 20th Century Legal Discourse,”
Distinguished Speaker Series, Program on Law and
Social Thought (Harvard Law School, October 2009)
Lisa Kelly, Presentation, “Protecting Children: Challenges and Lessons Learned from the U.S. System”
(Tokyo, Japan, April 2010)
Presentation, “The Children and Youth Advocacy Program of the UW Law School: Becoming Leaders and
Professionals in an Interdisciplinary Field” (Waseda
University, Ritsumeikan University Law School, and
Dokkio University Law School, Japan, April 2010)
Presentation, “Ethical Issues and Shoe-String
Budgets,” Children’s Justice Conference (Seattle,
Washington, May 2010)
Presentation, “What I Wish I Would Have Known....,”
AALS New Clinicians Conference Washington, D.C.
June 20, 2010
Alan Kirtley, Co-Presenter, “Cross Cultural Dispute
Resolution,” ABA Dispute Resolution Conference
(San Francisco, California, April 2010)
Clark Lombardi, Presenter, “Constitutional Court
Judges from the Muslim World” (Harvard University)
Presenter, “Legal Education Reform in Afghanistan”
(Stanford University)

Co-organizer, “Making Islamic Lawyers and Judges”
(National University of Singapore)
Deborah Maranville, Organizer and Presenter,
“Bringing About Change, Clinical Program Redesign
Workshop: Exploring and Expanding Design Choices
for Experiential Legal Education,” AALS Conference
on Clinical Legal Education (Baltimore, Maryland,
May 2010)
Presentation, “Re-vision Quest: A Law School Guide
to Designing Experiential Courses Involving Real Lawyering” (Minneapolis, Minnesota, April 2010)
Organizer and Presenter, “Goals, Approaches and
Orthodoxy of Supervision,” Northwest Clinical
Conference (Helena, Montana, September 2009)
Presenter, “Farmworker Representation and
Administrative Law,” Laurel Rubin Rural
Externship Advocacy Project (Yakima,
Washington, November 2009)
Joel Ngugi, Moderator and
Discussant, “Lumo,” a documentary on violence against
women as a war weapon in
Eastern Congo (Seattle University School of Law, May 2010)
Presentation, “Responsibility
to Protect and the Right to Health,” 8th Western
Regional International Health Conference (UW,
April 2010)
Presentation, “Responsibility to Protect Doctrine and
the Kenya Crisis,” Great Decisions Series, Bainbridge
Public Library (April 2010)
Presentation, “Re-conceiving Global Economic Governance from the Ashes of Neoliberalism,” Oregon
International Law Review Annual Symposium (University of Oregon Law School, March 2010)
Presentation, “Regulation of Business in Kenya: A
Historical Perspective” (UW, February 2010)
Panel Presentation, “Making the Link Between Corruption and Human Rights: Promises and Perils,”
American Society for International Law 104th Annual
Conference (Washington, D.C., April 2010)
Organized, Trial advocacy training for Kenyan public
interest lawyers (Nairobi, Kenya, 2010)

sean o’connor, Presentation,
“Building an Innovation Infrastructure: Training Multi-Disciplinary Student Teams to Advise
Technology Entrepreneurs”
Science-Based Business Initiative
Seminar Series, Harvard Business
School SBBI Seminar Series (Boston, Massachusetts,
April 2010)
Lecture, “Bridging Law and Business: Teaching,
Research and Clinic Innovations in Law and Entrepreneurship” (Seattle, Washington, April 2010)
Presentation, “Working Effectively with University
Counsel to Speed the Licensing Process” (Seattle,
Washington, April 2010)
Panelist, “U.S. Perspective on Intellectual Property
and Antitrust Issues in Proposed Biosimilars Regulatory Pathway,” colloquium hosted by CREDIMI and
the University of Burgundy (Competition Law and
Pharmaceutical Industry Practices, Dijon, France,
March 2010)
Panelist, “IP Transactions as Facilitators of the Globalized Innovation Economy,” conference hosted by IP
Osgoode and the Hennick Centre for Business and Law
at York University (Toronto, Canada, February 2010)
Panelist, “Navigating the Issues of Multi-Disciplinary
Teams Serving University Spin-offs,” Kauffman/TI:GER
Workshop: Crossing Cultures and Disciplines (Atlanta,
Georgia, February 2010)
Panelist, “Clients, Owners, Entities: Ethics and
Transactional Practice,” UW Law School Clinical Law
Program 30th Anniversary Celebration (Seattle,
Washington, February 2010)
Panelist, “Bridging the Gap between Non-Clinical
and Clinical Teaching: Lessons from Community
Development and Nonprofit Law,” Association of
American Law Schools Annual Meeting (New Orleans, Louisiana, January 2010)
Featured Speaker, “What Composers and Copyright
Owners Can Teach Each Other,” Washington Lawyers
for the Arts (Seattle, Washington, January 2010)
Featured Speaker, “Commercialization, Energy Research & the Law” as the inaugural speaker for the
lunch time colloquium series “Sustainable Commerce

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF LAW

Presenter, Professionalism in Practice: Ethics in Action, “Behind Closed Doors: Ethics in Negotiation”
(UW, February 2010)

Presentation, “Witness Control On Cross Examination,” Evidence and Objection Boot Camp, Washington State Bar Association (Seattle, Washington,
February 2010)

uwlaw

Co-Presenter, ABA Dispute Resolution Conference,
“Cross Cultural Dispute Resolution” (San Francisco,
California, April 2010)
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& the Law,” U.S. Department of Commerce, Economic
Development Administration (Seattle, Washington,
January 2010)

Keynote Speech, “Health Care Management in a
Time of Profound Change,” Masters in Health Administration Graduation (UW, June 2010)

Speaker, “Patent Protection of Early Innovations and
Written Description in Ariad v. Eli Lilly,” Case Study
Seminar, AIPPI Japan Group (Japan, June 2010)

– Employment Law Trends” Labor & Employment
Law CLE, Washington State Bar Association
(Seattle, Washington, April 2010)

Featured Speaker, “IP Transactions as Facilitators of
the Globalized Innovation Economy” (KAIST, Daejon,
Korea, October 2009)

Presentation, “Health Reform 2010: Treatment
Begins,” Harborview Medical Center Ethics Forum
(Seattle, Washington, May 2010)

Moderator and Speaker, CASRIP Transnational IP Program (University of Dresden, Germany, March 2010)

Kathryn Watts, Presentation, “The Sotomayor
Factor on the Supreme Court” (Seattle, Washington,
December 2009)

Panelist, “IP Transactions as Facilitators of the Globalized Innovation Economy” International Trends in
Intellectual Property Law Conference (Chungnam
National University, Daejon, Korea, October 2009)

Presentations, “Medical Ethics in the United States:
Trends and Current Issues” and “Cultural Competency and Informed Consent,” Medical School and
Health Sciences School faculty (Haramaya University,
Ethiopia, April 2010)

Presentations, “Clinical Trials in Resource Poor Settings: Leading Issues of Justice”, Legal Issues in
Medical Activities and Drug Innovations Symposium
(Osaka Institute of Technology and Tokyo Medical
Dental University, Japan, June 2010)
Presentation, “Overview of Research and Introductory Comments about Health Policy for Women,”
Conference to Disseminate Results of Human Rights
Research on Women’s Health Policy in Indonesia
(Jakarta, Indonesia, May 2010)
Speaker, “The Right to Humanitarian Aid,” Western
Regional Global Health Conference (UW, April 2010)
Presentation, “International Health and Human
Rights,” Environmental Health Law Conference (University of Oregon School of Law, February 2010)

fall 2010

Presentation, “Lessons Learned in Teaching Health
and Human Rights,” Physicians for Human Rights
Conference (Boston, Massachusetts, February 2010)
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Presentation, “Approaches to Clinical Ethics and
Evolving Controversies and Questions,” National
Seminar and Workshop on Teaching Bioethics in
Clinical Settings in Indonesia (Yogyakarta, Indonesia,
August 2009)
Sallie Thieme Sanford, Presentation, “Implementing Washington’s Death with Dignity Act: Legal and
Policy Issues,” American Health Lawyers Association
Annual Meeting (Seattle, Washingotn, June 2010)

Speaker, “Patentability of Software Related Inventions
after Bilski,” SOFTIC (Tokyo, Japan, November 2009)

Presentation, “Health Care Reform: What it is…What
it should be,” Alumni-Faculty Breakfast Panel Discussion (Seattle, Washington, April 2010)

Moderator, “Trade Secret Protection in the U.S. and
Japan,” Tokyo Medical Dental University (Japan,
November 2009)

Roundtable Discussant, “Is Health Care Reform Constitutional?” (UW, March 2010)
Presentation, “Health Reform 2010: What’s the Prognosis?” Bioethics Grand Rounds (UW, February 2010)

Speaker, “Comparative Law Comments from U.S.
Copyright Law,” French Copyright Law Symposium
Osaka Institute of Technology and Waseda Law
School (Japan, November 2009)

Panel Presentation, “A Multi-Disciplinary Perspective
on Federal Health Reform” (UW, January 2010)

Speaker, “Recent U.S. Patent Law Developments”
(Osaka and Tokyo, November 2009)

Guest Lecturer, “The Death with Dignity Act Comes
to Washington” (Seattle University School of Law,
October 2009)

Speaker, “New Innovation Models and Patent
Reforms,” CIP Forum 2009 (Gothenberg, Sweden,
September 2009)

Scott Schumacher, Presentation, “Current Ethical Issues
in Tax Practice,” Tenth Annual
Oregon Tax Institute (Portland,
Oregon, June 2010)
Presentation, “Ethics & Tax Practice: The Aftermath of the Tax
Shelter Boom,” Clinical Law Program 30th Anniversary CLE (UW, February 2010)
Presentation, “Tax Havens: Their Impact on the Global Economy And What to Do About Them,” Reunion
Day (UW, November 2009)
Toshiko Takenaka, Moderator, “Legal Issues in
Medical Method and Pharmaceutical Innovations,”
Tokyo Medical Dental University and Osaka Institute
of Technology (Japan, June 2010)

Moderator, “Recent Developments in U.S. and Europe: Patent Strategies after Bilski and Seagate CAFC
decisions” and “EPO Enlarged Board Referral on Software Patents” (Osaka and Tokyo, July 2009)
Lea Vaughn, Presentation,“In
Denial: ‘Brain Rules,’ Legal
Norms and the Abusive Workplace,” Workplace Bullying and
Protection against Discrimination in the Employer-Employee
Relationship: Chances and Risks
in an International Comparison (University of Augsburg, Germany, April 2010)
Presentation, “Feeling at Home: Learning, Law and
Narrative,” Conference on Applied Storytelling (Lewis & Clark Law School, Portland, Oregon, July 2009)
Presentation, “Looking Forward; Looking Backward

Presentation, “The United States Constitution: The
Roles of the Judiciary, Congress & the Executive,”
Summer Institute in Transnational Law & Practice
(UW, September 2009)
Presentation, “Is Health Care Reform Constitutional?” (UW, March 2010)
Presentation, “Bridging the Courts, Law and Politics”
(UW, April 2010)
Presentation, “Administrative Law Cases from the
U.S. Supreme Court and How They Relate to Washington State Practice,” Administrative Law Section,
Washington State Bar Association (UW, June 2010)
Jane Winn, Academic Affiliate,
Liberty Alliance Project, Public
Policy Expert Group
Presentation, “Technical
Standards as Information Privacy Regulation,” Privacy Law
Scholars Workshop (George
Washington University School of Law, June 2010)
Presentation, “Globalization & Innovation in Islamic
Finance: The Role of Standards,” 7th Asian Law
Institute Conference, Ahmad Ibrahim Kulliyyah of
Laws (International Islamic University, Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia, May 2010)
Presentation, “Recent Developments in Electronic
Payments Law,” NACHA Payments 2010 (Seattle,
Washington, April 2010)
Presentation, “Certification Marks, Globalization and
Commercial Law,” Centre d’Etudes Internationales de
la Propriété Intellectuelle (University of Strasbourg,
France, March 2010)
Presentation, “Legal Risks of User and Enterprise Oriented Identity Management Systems,” RSA Confer-
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Beth Rivin, Presentation, “Health and Human Rights
in Asia,” (Waseda University, Tokyo, Japan, June 2010)

Presentation, “What Scribner Wrought: How the
Invention of Modern Dialysis Shaped Health Law and
Policy,” Faculty Colloquium (UW, April 2010)

Speaker, “Japan’s IP System and National IP Strategies,” IP LLM Program (Turin University, Italy, December 2009)

Presentation, “Arbitrariness Review in the Roberts
Court,” 2009 Administrative Law Conference, American Bar Association (Washington, D.C., October 2009)

uwlaw

Lecture, “Who Should Own Government-Funded
Inventions? A Reconsideration of the Pre-Bayh-Dole
Kennedy Policy for Technology Transfer” (Cardozo
Law School, New York, September 2009)

Speaker, “Patent Enforcement Procedure in Japan and
the U.S.,” International Patent Harmonization Symposium (University of Rome Tre, Italy; Olswang, London;
University of Alicante, Spain, December 2009)
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faculty

Presentation, “Electronic Commerce Law: Direct
Regulation, Co-Regulation and Self-Regulation,”
An Information Society for ALL: A Legal Challenge
Conference (Research Centre on IT and Law, Facultés
Universitaires Notre-Dame de la Paix, Belgium,
January 2010)
Presentation, “Soft Law versus Treaties in International Commercial Law Reform,” UNCITRAL E-Commerce Convention (Sungkyunkwan University Law
School, Seoul, Korea, November 2009)
Presentation, “Security Interests in Intellectual
Property” (Kyongwon University Law School, Seoul,
Korea, November 2009)
Presentation, “Regulation of Internet Intermediaries”
(Sungkyunkwan University Law School, Seoul, Korea,
November 2009)
Presentation, “Information Security as a Governance
Challenge,” Department of Computer Science Security Seminar (UW, October 2009)
Presentation, “Business Internet Banking - Commercially Reasonable Security Procedures and Authentication Options under Article 4A,” Bankers Roundtable (Seattle, Washington, October 2009)
Presentation, “Federated Identity Management,”
Oregon State Bar Data Privacy Conference (Portland,
Oregon, September 2009)

fall 2010

Louis Wolcher, Presentation, “The Meaning(s) of
Corruption in Business Ethic,s” International Business
Corruption Seminar (University of Cergy-Pontoise,
France, December 2009)
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Presentation, “Asking the Right Question in Business Ethics,” Business Ethics Roundtable (Paris,
France, December 2009)
Presentation, “The Problem of the Subject(s),” Forum
on Legal and Political Theory, London School of Economics (London, England, October 2009)
Speech, French Senate (Paris, France, October 2009)
Presentation, “An Investigation into the Possibility
of an Ethical Politics,” Inaugural Lecture as Fulbright-

Presentation, “What the Eye Doesn’t See the Heart
Doesn’t Grieve Over,” 2009 Critical Legal Conference
(University in Leicester, England, September 2009)
Presentation, “On Racial Oppression,” King County
Bar Association CLE (Seattle, August 2009)
Keynote, “An Investigation into the Possibility of an
Ethical Politics,” Legal Theory Seminar (Birkbeck College, England, October 2009)
DongshEng Zang, Lecture, “China’s Global Visions
and Climate Change Negotiations” (Shandong University School of Law, China, March 2010)
Presentation, “The American Obsession with China in
Climate Discourse,” Faculty Colloquiam (UW, March
2010)
Presentation, “China’s Position on Carbon Tax,” Public Interest Environmental Law Conference (University
of Oregon School of Law, February 2010)

faculty BOOKS
William Andersen
Mastering Administrative Law (Carolina Academic Press 2010)
Robert Anderson
Robert T. Anderson, Bethany Berger, Philp P.
Frickey & Sarah Krakoff, American Indian Law:
Cases and Commentary (2d ed. West 2010)
(American Casebook Series)
Peter Nicolas
Texas and Federal Evidence Rules 2009-10
(Aspen Publishers 2009)
Florida and Federal Evidence Rules 2009-10
(Aspen Publishers 2009)
Evidence: A Problem-Based and Comparative
Approach (Carolina Academic Press 2d ed. 2009)
Statutory Supplement to Evidence: A Problembased and Comparative Approach (Carolina
Academic Press 2d ed. 2009)
New York and Federal Evidence Rules 2009-10
(Aspen Publishers 2009).

faculty publications
Craig Allen
“Federal Court Strikes Down Massachusetts
Tanker Laws,” Pacific Maritime Magazine 20
(May 2010)
“Hiding Behind ‘Tradition’? Should U.S. Vessel
Traffic Centers Exercise Greater Direction and
Control over Vessels in Their Areas?,” 34 Tulane
Maritime L. J. 1-61 (2009)
“Taking Narrow Channel Collision Prevention
Seriously To More Effectively Manage Marine
Transportation System Risk,” 41 J. Maritime Law
& Com. 1 (2010)
William Andersen
“Judicial Selection in Washington—Taking Elections Seriously,” 33 Seattle U. L. Rev. 605 (2010)
Karen Boxx
R. Andersen and K. Boxx, “Skills and Values:
Trusts and Estates” (LexisNexis 2009)
Steve Calandrillo
Calandrillo, Steve and Buehler, Dustin, “Baseball’s Moral Hazard: Law, Economics and the
Designated Hitter Rule,” 90 B.U. L. Rev. __ (2010)
“Penalizing Punitive Damages,” 78 Geo. Wa. L.
Rev. 774-821 (2010)
Sam Donaldson
John R. Price and Samuel A. Donaldson, Price on
Contemporary Estate Planning, 2010 ed. (CCH)
Ronald D. Aucutt, Steve R. Akers, Samuel A.
Donaldson, Charles D. Fox, Jeffrey N. Pennell,
and Howard M. Zaritsky, “Recent Developments
– 2009,” in 44 Heckerling Institute on Estate
Planning 1-1 (Tina Portuando ed., 2010)
2009 Federal Tax Update.
Julia Gold
Editor, “Washington Mediation Ethics,” Washington Legal Ethics, (WSBA Supplement 2009)
Robert Gomulkiewicz
“Open Source License Proliferation: Helpful Diversity or Hopeless Confusion?,” 30 Wash. U. J. L.
& Pol’cy 261 (2009).

2009 Supplement, Intellectual Property, Software, and Information Licensing: Law & Practice
Penny Hazelton
“Law Literature and Its Users,” Encyclopedia of
Library and Information Science 2010
General Editor, Specialized Legal Research,
Aspen. Supplement 2010
Gregory Hicks
“Acequias of the South-Western U.S. in Tension
with State Water Laws” in Out of the Mainstream:
Water Rights, Politics and Identity 223-34 (Rutgerd Boelens, David Getches & Armando Guevara Gil
eds., Earthscan Publications 2010)
Maureen Howard
“Beyond a Reasonable Doubt: One Size Does
Not Fit All When it Comes to Courtroom Attire for
Women,” 45 Gonzaga L. Rev. 209 (2009/10)
“Taking the High Road: Why Prosecutors Should
Voluntarily Waive Peremptory Challenges,” 23
Geo. J. Legal Ethics 369 (2010)
Contributing author and editor, Washington Pattern Jury Instructions (civil) Vol. 6 & 6A (Rev.
3d. ed., Thompson Reuters/West 2009)
Clark Lombardi
“Egypt’s Supreme Constitutional Court: Managing Constitutional Conflict in an Authoritarian,
Aspirationally ‘Islamic’ State” in Andrew Harding and Peter Leyland, eds. Constitutional
Courts: A Comparative Study (London: Wildy
and Simmonds and Hill, 2009)
“Islamism as a response to Emergency Rule
in Pakistan: The Surprising Proposal of Justice
A.R. Cornelius” in Victor v. Ramraj and Arun
K. Thiruvengadam, eds. Emergency Powers in
Asia: Exploring the Limits of Legality (London/New York: Cambridge University Press
Anna Mastroianni
“Slipping Through the Net: Social Vulnerability” in Pandemic Planning, Hastings Center
Rep., Sept.-Oct. 2009, at 11-12.
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Presentation, “Has Globalization Made UCC Article
2 Irrelevant?” Faculty Colloquium (Georgia State
University School of Law, January 2010)

Tocqueville Distinguished Chair (University of CergyPontoise, France, October 2009)

uwlaw

ence (San Francisco, California, March 2010)
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faculty

Peter Nicolas
“Left Hand, Third Finger: The Wearing of Wedding (or Other) Rings as a Form of Assertive
Conduct Under the Hearsay Rule,” 30 Women’S
Rts. L. Rep. 526. (2009)

Sallie Thieme Sanford
“Candor after Kadlec: Why, Despite the Fifth
Circuit’s Decision, Hospitals Should Anticipate
an Expanded Obligation to Disclose Risky Physician Behavior,” 1 Drexel L. Rev. 383 (2009)

and Policy for the Information Society 185219 (2009)

“I’m Dying to Tell You What Happened: The
Admissibility of Testimonial Dying Declarations
Post-Crawford,” 37 Hastings Const. L.Q.
487-551 (2010)

“What Scribner Wrought: How the Invention
of Modern Dialysis Shaped Health Law and
Policy,” 13 Rich. J.L. & Pub. Int. 337-65 (2010)

Jane K. Winn, “Benjamin Wright, The Law of
Electronic Commerce,” 4th ed. 2001, 2009
supp. 2 and 2010 supp. 1

Scott Schumacher
“Tomko and Sentencing Guidelines in Tax
Cases after Booker,” 125 Tax Notes 149
(October 5, 2009)

Louis Wolcher
“The Meanings of the Commons,” 23 An Architektur (July 2010)

Kate O’Neill
“‘Should I Stay or Should I Go?’—Covenants
Not to Compete in a Down Economy: A Proposal
for Better Advocacy and Better Judicial Opinions,” 6 Hastings Bus. L. J. 83-143 (2010)

fall 2010

Anita Ramasastry
“Odious Debt or Odious Payments? Using AntiCorruption Measures to Prevent Odious Debt” in
Rule of Law Promotion: Global Perspectives,
Local Applications 359-77 (Per Berling, Jenny
Ederlöf & Veronica L. Taylor eds., Iustus Förlag,
2009)
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William Rodgers, Jr.
“NEPA’s Insatiable Optimism,” 39 ELR 10618
(July 2009)
“Dam Building and Removal on the Elwha: A
Prototype of Adaptive Mismanagement and a
Tribal Opportunity,” The Evolution of Natural
Resources Law and Policy 282-301 (Lawrence
J. MacDonnell & Sarah F. Bates eds., Am. B.
Ass’n 2009)

“Success or Failure?: Japan’s National Strategy
on Intellectual Property and Evaluation of Its
Impact from the Comparative Law Perspective,”
8 Wash. U. Global Stud. L. Rev. 379-98 (2009)
Lea Vaughn
“A Few Inconvenient Truths About Michael Crichton’s State Of Fear: Lawyers, Causes and Science,” 20 Seton Hall J. Sports & Ent. L. 49-84
(2010)
Kathryn Watts
“Proposing a Place for Politics in Arbitrary and
Capricious Review,” 119 Yale L.J. 2 (2009)
“From Chevron to Massachusetts: Justice Stevens’s Approach to Securing the Public Interest,”
43 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 1021-62 (2010)
Jane Winn
Jane Winn and Nicolas Jonder “A ‘New Deal’ for
End Users? Lessons from a French Innovation
in the Regulation of Interoperability”51 William & Mary Law Review 547-576 (2009)
“Globalization and Standards: The Logic of
Two-Level Games,” 5 I/S - A Journal of Law

“An Inquiry into the Possibility of an Ethical
Politics,” published simultaneously in two
journals: volume 3 of the Northwestern Interdisciplinary Law Review (2010) and volume 11
of the Rutgers Journal of Law and Religion
383-4
“The Problem of the Subject(s)”, Prospects
and Retrospects in Legal Semiotics, edited
by Anne Wagner and Jan Broekman (New York:
Springer 2010)
Dongsheng Zang
“Green from Above: Climate Change, New Developmental Strategy, and Regulatory Choice in
China,” 45 Texas International Law Journal
201 (Winter 2009)
“From Environment to Energy: China’s Re-conceptualization of Climate Change,” 27 Wisconsin
International Law Journal 543 (Fall 2009, No.3)
“The Rise of Political Populism and the Trouble
with the Legal Profession in China,” 6 Harvard
China Review 79-99 (Jan. 2010, No.1)
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“Defusing the ‘Atomic Bomb’ of Patent Litigation: Avoiding and Defending Against Allegations of Inequitable Conduct After McKesson
et al” John Marshall Review of Intellectual
Property Law (2009)

Toshiko Takenaka
“Kokusai chiteki zaisan shinpojiumu: Ōshū
shuyō shokoku ni okeru chitekizaisan
enfōsumento: sono genjō to shōraiteki tenbō”
[International Intellectual Property Symposium:
EU IP Enforcement: Present and Future], Kigyō
to hō sōzō [Q. Rev. Corp. L.], March 20

uwlaw

Sean O’Connor
“IP Transactions as Facilitators of the Globalized Innovation Economy,” in Rochelle
Dreyfuss, Diane L. Zimmerman, and Harry
First, eds., Working Within the Boundaries
of Intellectual Property (Oxford University
Press, 2010)

“Are ‘Better’ Security Breach Notification Laws
Possible?,” Berkeley High Tech. L.J. 1133-65
(2009)
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Stay Connected, Stay Informed
UWLaw Online

lawyer might find useful. For guidance on

Want to explore something you’ve read in UWLaw
further? Trying to find an easy way to access Books
on Demand? The homepage for UWLaw (www.
washington.edu/UWLaw) houses a collection of all
the links referenced in each article.

pre-trial criminal procedure, for example, a

The UW goes mobile

good starting point might be Street Legal: A

On the go? Connect to UW resources (including
interactive maps, the latest news and event listings)
with m.UW for iPhone or iPod touch. m.UW is available for download via the iPhone App Store.

By Trinie Thai-Parker, Reference Librarian
The UW School of Law’s Gallagher Law Library
houses many resources that a criminal defense

Guide to Pre-Trial Criminal Procedure for Police,
Prosecutors, and Defenders by Ken Wallentine
(2007).
Why make your own mistakes when you can
learn from others? The Law Stories Series by
Foundation Press is designed to allow defense
attorneys to do just that. Trial Stories (2008)
recounts nine trials with themes ranging from
racial justice to corporate misdeeds retold to
help better understand the art of advocacy

ing_law_and_policy/). The “Publications and
Videos” section of the Federal Judicial Center
(http://www.fjc.gov/public/home.nsf) offers
a number of authoritative publications and
educational videos that would be of interest

search or browsing by subject. You might also
want to explore the many research guides prepared by the Gallagher Law Library reference
department, such as Trial Advocacy Resources
(http://lib.law.washington.edu/ref/trialad.html)
and Legal Research Sources for the Innocence
Project Northwest Clinic (http://lib.law.washington.edu/ref/innocence.html)

LAW BOOKS ON DEMAND
You don’t need to live in the Seattle area to
make use of the Gallagher Law Library’s re-

might also want to consult the following titles:

sources. We offer many special services to Uni-

mick (2009)
Vouching: A Defense Attorney’s Guide to Witness Credibility, Law and Strategy by Donna Lee
Elm (2008)
Do No Wrong: Ethics for Prosecutors and Defenders by Peter A. Joy & Kevin C. McMunigal

Immigration Law and Defense by the Immigration Project of the National Lawyers Guild
(updated regularly).
Trial Manual for Defense Attorneys in Juve-

versity of Washington School of Law alumni
including Law Books on Demand.
If the Gallagher Law Library owns a book,
journal, report, or court brief that you need,

nile Court by Randy Hertz, Martin Guggenheim

just contact us using the Law Books on

& Anthony G. Amsterdam. (2008)

Demand form and we will ship the book

Naturally, the Gallagher Law Library also

to you—for free! All you pay is the return

owns Washington-specific resources, including

postage. For more information on this and

the Criminal Caselaw Notebook by the Hon.

other services for UW Law alumni, please refer

Judges by Antonin Scalia & Bryan A. Garner

Ronald Kessler. This indispensible resource is a

to our website: http://lib.law.washington.edu/

(2008).

compilation of Washington criminal case law

services/alumni.html.

(2009)
fall 2010

Policy (http://sentencing.typepad.com/sentenc-

components of trial advocacy and evidence, you
Jury Selection by V. Hale Starr & Mark McCor-
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defense blogs, including Sentencing Law and

materials can be identified by an author/title

The law school is on Facebook, Twitter, and
LinkedIn. You can also find many lectures and
presentations on iTunesU. Sign up for our quarterly
electronic newsletter, “eBriefs.” Subscribe to the law
school’s RSS feed of class notes, Alumni in the News,
for “as it happens” news about your classmates.

For a more in-depth treatment of the various

es, legal research resources and even criminal

Last spring the law school added “In the Spotlight”
to the homepage (www.law.washington.edu), featuring the latest achievements by faculty, staff and
students. Find out who at the law school is taking
cases to the Supreme Court, had a law review article
published or won an award. “In the Spotlight” is
updated regularly, so check back frequently for the
latest news and accomplishments.

wonderful tool for learning about all aspects of

expert testimony and closing argument.

includes up-to-date links to forensics resourc-

to criminal defense attorneys. The catalog of

Stay Connected to Your Law School

statement, direct and cross-examination, use of

has an “Other Related Web Sites” page that

Law School “In the Spotlight”

and the role of lawyers in the courtroom. It’s a
trial advocacy, including jury selection, opening

nal Defense Lawyers (http://www.nacdl.org)

Making Your Case: The Art of Persuading

The Library also collects practice materials
related to the intersection of criminal defense
and other areas of law, such as:

arranged by subtopic and is updated annually.
In addition to print materials, there are many
useful resources online. For example, the

Links reference in this article can be found on-line at:
http://www.law.washington.edu/UWLaw

continued from p. 44
Albert Rosellini ’33

“The Gov”

he was the first Italian-American to be elected
governor in the western states was mentioned
prominently in The New York Times.
As governor for two terms from 1957
through 1965, Rosellini’s stamp can be seen
across the state of Washington. For example,
he was responsible for restructuring the
state’s prison and mental health facilities. His
interest in transportation led to the Evergreen
Point Bridge (the longest floating bridge in
the world) as well as the Hood Canal, AstoriaMegler and Goldendale bridges and an
expanded highway system.
His reforms in state budgeting brought
transparency to the state’s financial
decisions, enforcing accountability. He was
also responsible for bringing the state into
its position as a player in the Pacific Rim
economies through his work on commerce
and trade.
Rosellini’s last campaign for governor was
in 1972, a campaign that he lost, yet, he
remained politically active.
In 1979, Gov. Dixy Lee Ray appointed
Rosellini to a six-year term on the State
Highway Commission, later to become known
as the Washington State Transportation
Commission. In 1992, Rosellini was appointed
to a six-year term as director of the
Washington Trade and Convention Center by
Gov. Booth Gardner.
In a private capacity, Rosellini continued to
serve his state with his usual vitality. In 1969
he agreed to serve as chair of the state’s
U.S. Olympic Training Committee. During his
tenure, the committee raised more than $2
million to maintain Olympic training centers
and provide financial support for Olympic
athletes from Washington.
At 100, Rosellini may have slowed down
a bit, but he still lights up when he recalls his
days at the law school and his long life
of work.
“We all got our work done, but we really
knew how to have fun in the process,” said
Rosellini with a smile and twinkle in his eye.
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LIBRARY RESOURCES FOR CRIMINAL DEFENSE ATTORNEYS

website of the National Association of Crimi-
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Category

Firm*

Participation

Large (30 +)
Mid (11– 29)

Perkins Coie
Stoel Rives
Garvey Schubert &
Barer
Intellectual Ventures
Peterson Young Putra
Bendich Stobaugh &
Strong

80%
100%
100%

Small (1 – 10)

100%
100%
100%

*Tied firms listed by total number of alumni from largest to smallest

We would also like to give special recognition and
thanks to our dedicated LFAC volunteer committee
members Gregory Adams ’77, Judy Bendich ‘75, Greg
Gorder ’85, Colleen Kinerk ’77, Felix G. Luna ’97,
Bruce Robertson ’77, Don Theophilus ’89, Craig
Wright ’91 and Mike Wampold ’96. The success of
this initiative is due in large part to the passion and
commitment of our alumni volunteers who give their
time and energy so generously.

continued on p. 41

Class of 1950
Last April, Bill Gates Sr. published Showing Up
for Life: Thoughts on the Gifts of a Lifetime,
a collection of family stories and thoughts on
how to live a successful life through hard work,
generosity and curiosity.

Class of 1978
Barbara Bintliff was recently hired
as library director and Joseph C.
Hutchinson professor of law at the
University of Texas-Austin.

Class of 1952
The Hon. Duane Taber was the 2010 grand marshal for Pasco’s Grand Old 4th of July Parade.
Taber, a retired Benton-Franklin Superior Court
Judge, received the nickname “The Judge” for
his 15 years of service.

Class of 1979
Sarah Colleen Sotomish retired last June as
administrator of the State-Tribal Relations Office
in the Department of Social and Health Services’
Economic Services Administration.

Class of 1967
Jim Mattis was sworn in to temporarily fill a
West Linn City Councilor seat in May. Mattis
served on the planning commission from 1998
to 2002, worked as a legal counsel for Oregon
Health & Science University and as an Assistant
Attorney General for the state Department
of Justice.
Class of 1972
Steve Fredrickson received the Legal Foundaton of Washington’s 2010 Charles A. Goldmark
Distinguished Service Award last February. This
year marks his 40th year as an advocate for lowincome tenants and homeowners. Fredrickson
is the statewide advocacy coordinator for the
Northwest Justice Project.
David Kader, Professor of Law at Arizona State
University, just published a book, Poetry of the
Law: From Chaucer to Present.
Class of 1974
Robert Carosino, Chief Counsel of the Richland
Operations Office of the U.S. Department of
Energy, discussed the history and progress of the
nuclear waste cleanup at the Hanford site with
UW law students in February.
Class of 1975
Judge Richard A. Jones was recently appointed
to the national Board of Directors of the YMCA
of the USA.
Class of 1977
Judge Jean Rietschel was appointed by Washington Gov. Christine Gregoire to the King
County Superior Court.

Class of 1982
Jon Hemingway, CEO and President of SSA
Marine/Carrix, has been selected as one of two
recipients of the 2010 Connie Awards presented
on September 30 by the Containerization and
Intermodal Institute at a dinner marking its
50th anniversary.
Pierce County Superior Court Judge Lisa Worswick
was appointed by Washington Gov. Chris Gregoire to the State Court of Appeals, Division II.
Class of 1983
Seattle attorney Marc L. Barreca was appointed
to serve as a judge of the U.S. Bankruptcy Court
for the Western District of Washington.
Class of 1985
Tom Winmill is president of Midas Funds, which
invests in companies that mine or process metals
or other commodities.
Class of 1986
Erin Kenny created Cedarsong Nature Preschool
two years ago, a completely outdoors school,
after four years as a lawyer.
Class of 1988
Todd Larson, Senior Counselor at the New York
Coordination Office of the World Intellectual
Property Organization, delivered Carleton College’s weekly convocation address last February.
Class of 1989
Janine Lawless is working as a partner at the
Lawless Partnership, LLC in Ballard. Her practice
emphasizes estate planning, probate and trust
administration.
Class of 1991
Michael Strand has joined the law firm of
Browning, Kalecyzyc, Berry & Hoven as the principal attorney in charge of opening the firm’s
new offices in Great Falls, Montana.
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The UW School of Law closed out the 2009-10 fiscal
year with great success. We are pleased to report that we
continue to thrive in the midst of a troubling economy
— thanks to you, our generous alumni and friends.
As you know, fundraising efforts help increase student
access to excellent legal education. More than ever
before the law school relies on private support to realize
its vision: Educating Leaders for the Global Common
Good. We are grateful to have you as partners in this
endeavor.
At the close of the fiscal year, alumni and friends
contributed a total of $2.5M in gifts and pledges.
This year we were able to increase the percent of
participation by alumni in giving to 14%, up from
13%. Additionally, the law school established another
unprecedented record of faculty giving, led by Professors
Jane Winn, Tom Cobb and Ron Hjorth, for a total
of 90% by fiscal year end. And, the total number of
alumni and friends giving to the UW School of Law
rose by nearly 8.5%.
Scholarship & support for students
In the coming year we will focus on raising additional
endowment dollars to support student scholarships in
perpetuity. Scholarship endowment support is a lifeline
to recruit and retain the best and the brightest. At the
close of the fiscal year, alumni and friends gave over
$800K to support student scholarships and programs.
Faculty Support
Providing support for research, teaching, or other
professional activities by law school faculty members
enhances our reputation, both here and abroad.
Funding for faculty positions, research and discretionary
monies that enable faculty to pursue professional
activities are an important component of our
fundraising priorities.
Last year we honored one of our most beloved
and longstanding faculty members, Dean Emeritus
Ron Hjorth. To recognize his service, we established
the Dean Emeritus Roland L. Hjorth Endowed
Professorship raising over $300k. The Professorship will
enhance the UW School of Law’s ability to attract and
retain distinguished law faculty. We want to thank all
of you who contributed to the Hjorth Professorship to
recognize and honor a wonderful teacher, scholar, dean
and friend of the law school.
Law School Discretionary Support
Dean Kellye Testy heralded a new era for the law school,
and we are energized and excited about her tenure.

Keeping this in mind and with diminished public
funding, annual unrestricted support remains a priority
and is crucial to keeping the law school on its path of
excellence.
Contributions to the Excellence in Law Fund provide
the law school with funds directed to the most critical
areas, such as student scholarships, library acquisitions,
clinical programs, resources for faculty to enrich their
teaching, research and other scholarly pursuits.
Each year the Excellence in Law Fund is our mainstay
for operational and discretionary support. At the close
of the 2010 fiscal year, we exceeded our goal by raising
over $450,000, an increase of 57% over the previous
fiscal year — a tribute to the alumni and friends who
understand the importance of this fund.
The Law Firm Annual Challenge
From Seattle to Spokane and Wenatchee, 245 alumni
made gifts through the Law Firm Annual Challenge
(LFAC) to the UW School of Law, more than ever
before in the history of LFAC. In the challenge’s recordsetting fourth year, LFAC connected Dean Kellye Testy,
law school faculty, students and staff with over 450
alumni at 32 firms across the state of Washington.
Alumni giving rose significantly to 52%, up from
31% last year, and 30% three years ago in the inaugural
year. Alumni gifts totaled more than $365,000.
Congratulations to the winners of the 2009–10 Law
Firm Annual Challenge:

uwlaw
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Class of 1995
Raul Labrador is the Republican nominee for
Congress in Idaho’s 1st District.
Mike Burnett LL.M. has been selected as head
coach of the new Tuscarora High School (Leesburg, Virgnia) football team, and will be the
social studies department chairman. Previously
Burnett was the two-time state champion
football coach for Broad Run High School also
in Virginia.
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Class of 1998
Animal law attorney Adam P. Karp presented
“Lex Besita: A Bird’s Eye View of the Field of Animal Law” at Gonzaga Law School. He currently
teaches as an adjunct professor at the UW School
of Law and has his own law firm in Bellingham.
Jill Satran was appointed by Washington Gov.
Chris Gregoire as her deputy chief of staff. Satran has worked for the Joint Legislative Audit
and Review Committee and served as counsel to
the House Transportation Committee.
Andrea Mogil opened a bakery in Alaska, Pie in
the Sky, an unexpected career path after passing
the bar exam.
Minnesota Gov. Tim Pawlently reappointed
Chong Y. Lo to the Juvenile Justice Advisory
Committee. Lo is an assistant public defender in
St. Cloud where he handles juvenile cases.
Michelle De Blasi, an attorney
with Quarles & Brady in Phoenix,
Arizona, has been appointed by
Mayor Phil Gordon to the South
Mountain Village Planning Committee. The preserve is the largest
public park in the country.

Class of 1999
Michael Oehler was named vice president and
regional financial planner for the private client
reserve at U.S. Bank in Sacramento.
Class of 2001
Finnegan, Henderson, Farabow, Garrett &
Dunner, LLP, intellectual property law firm, announced the partnership of Charles H. Suh. Suh
is experienced in both utility and design patent
litigation before U.S. district courts and the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Class of 2002
Tatyana Gidirimski was named partner at Short
Cressman & Burgess PLLC. Gidirimski concentrates her practice in commercial litigation,
employment and family law.
Cozen O’Connor has added Megan Kirk as a
member in the firm’s Seattle office. Kirk will
practice in the Global Insurance Group.
Class of 2004
D. Angus Lee was elected Grant County Prosecutor.
Class of 2005
Everett Community College track team coach
Matt Koenigs sent three students to the
Northwest Athletic Association of Community
Colleges meet.
Class of 2006
Will Rasmussen won the Democrat primary in
Oregon House District 37 in May. Rasmussen
will face Republican challenger Chael Sonnen
in November.
Laura Norton recently received the Commander’s
Award for Civilian Service. Norton is with the
U.S. Army Installation Management Command,
Korea Region in Seoul, Republic of Korea, as the
Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) Complaints Program Manager and Acting Regional
EEO Director.
Class of 2007
Orrin Johnson has filed to join the GOP primary
race in the Nevada State Assembly. Johnson
served in the U.S. Navy for six years and worked

as a public defender for Washoe
County, Nevada.
Dustin Buehler has accepted a
tenure-track offer as an assistant
professor of law at the University
of Arkansas teaching civil
procedure, federal courts and law & economics.
Class of 2008
Rebecca Blasco married Mark Francis on February 27, 2010 at Lake Union Café in Seattle.
Blasco is an associate attorney for the law firm
of Davis Wright Tremaine.
Stephanie Kotecki survived Haiti’s 7.0 magnitude earthquake while working in Port-auPrince as a foreign-service officer to the U.S.
Embassy. Kotecki spoke about her work with the
embassy in the aftermath of the earthquake at
the law school.
Class of 2009
William McNeal Nicholson III and Sarah McKinstry
were married September 12, 2009 at Sun Mountain Lodge in Washington’s Methow Valley.
Jessy Vasquez has joined Oles, Morrison, Rinker
& Baker as a member of the firm’s litigation and
employment law practice groups. Vasquez is an
associate in the firm’s Anchorage
office.
Dylan Orr was appointed to the
Obama Administration as the special assistant to assistant secretary
Kathy Martinez in the Office of
Disability Employment Policy.

continued from p. 38
DONOR SUPPORT GENEROUS EVEN IN
TROUBLING TIMES cont.

Special thanks to Greg ’85 and Val Gorder who
established a matching challenge through the LFAC
initiative.
In closing, we’d like to thank everyone who
supported the law school through gifts and volunteer
efforts. We hope all of our alumni and friends
continue to help us, whether through law firm
giving, mentoring law students or contributing to
scholarship endowments.

McGinn Elected
Mayor of Seattle
UW School of Law
alumnus, Michael Patrick McGinn ’92, was
sworn in as the 52nd
Mayor of Seattle on
January 4 of this year.
McGinn’s road to
leading to mayor of
the largest city in the
Pacific Northwest was paved with experience
advocating for others. He pursued a career in
the law because he “wanted to be in a profession that helped the community while remaining engaged in public policy.”
As a law student, McGinn was a proponent of
housing and healthcare for students. He balanced an internship with Stokes Lawrence with
leading UW’s Graduate and Professional Student
Senate.
“As a student engaged in student government,
I learned how to get things done, as well as how
to behave in tough situations.”
After graduating from law school, McGinn
joined the Seattle law firm Stokes Lawrence
and later became partner. He chaired the local
chapter of the Sierra Club, where he oversaw
work on state and local issues, and served on
the organization’s national political committee.
In his community, McGinn also became a
member of various advisory committees to the
Seattle Mayor’s Office. He also became active
in his neighborhood, becoming a member of
Greenwood’s neighborhood council.
McGinn left Stokes Lawrence to found Great
City — a Seattle nonprofit that brought together neighbors, environmentalists and business
leaders advocating for smart and responsible urbanism as the solution to many local, economic
and environmental challenges.
McGinn then started on the campaign trail for
Seattle Mayor. His primary goals include initiatives supporting youth and families, the economy and, most importantly, transportation.
“The main problem with our transportation
is that our elected leaders don’t listen to the
public. And, most often, the public is ahead of
leaders in the region. People are ready for transition to a new and better system of transportation,” he said.
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Class of 1994
The Washington Supreme Court appointed Commander Benes Z. Aldana to the Civil Legal Aid
Oversight Committee, a bipartisan committee
overseeing the activities of the Office of Civil
Legal Aid.
Greg Guedel, Chair of the Native American Legal
Services Group at Foster Pepper PLLC, has been
elected to serve as member of the Snohomish
City Council, and received the 2009 Mentor
of the Year Award from the King County
Bar Association.

S. Jay Terry, an attorney with
Carney Badley Spellman, P.S., has
been certified as LEED Accredited
Professional.
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Class of 1993
Professor Sakda Thanitcul LL.M. is now the Dean
of Law at Chulalongkorn University in Thailand
since September of 2009.
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A prominent Spokane attorney and civic activist,
Scott B. Lukins died last
April at the age of 81. He
was among the attorneys
who in 1972 founded
Lukins & Annis, one of the
largest law firms in Spokane. Born in Colfax, Washington, Lukins
received his bachelor’s degree from Harvard
University and his tax LL.M. from the New
York University School of Law. In 1955,
Lukins enlisted in the U.S. Army and served in
Germany before moving to Spokane to begin
his legal career. Lukins was appointed to the
Federal Retirement Thrift Investment Board
by President Bill Clinton in 1996.

Juanita Hubbard Wagner,
Class of 1983
Juanita “Billy” Hubbard
Wagner died in December
2009 at the age of 89. Wagner earned her undergraduate degree in chemistry from
the University of California at
Berkeley. During World War
II, she worked on the Manhattan Project. After the war, she earned her
doctorate in chemistry from Brown University
and then moved to Pullman where she later
taught at WSU. When Wagner wasn’t granted
tenure, she changed her focus to law. After
receiving her law degree, she worked for the
federal Environmental Protection Agency and
served on the state Medical
Quality Assurance Commission.

Michael Mines, Class of 1954
Michael Mines, cofounder of Betts, Patterson & Mines, died last February at the age
of 80. He was a trial attorney specializing in
civil defense cases. At the beginning of his
legal career, Mines was local lead counsel for
Chemical Bank in the Washington Public Power Supply System (WPPSS) securities litigation.
WPPSS declared a $2 billion bond default,
the largest in U.S. history. Later in his career,
Mines developed an active mediation and
arbitration practice, and he received a certification in alternative dispute resolution from
the UW. Mines was very active with the law
school, serving as a member and president of
the Law School Alumni Association.

fall 2010

Omar S. Parker, Class of 1948
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Born in Montana and raised in Hoquiam, Omar
Parker died in December 2009 at the age of 92.
He received his undergraduate degree from
Central Washington College and served in the
U.S. Navy during World War II. Parker served
as attorney for the City of Hoquiam, the Grays
Harbor PUD, local banks and as lead partner
in the Parker, Johnson and Parker law firm. He
was active in the Hoquiam School Board and
Lions Club. Parker was instrumental in creating
the Polson Museum and was honored by the
museum as “Pioneer of the Year” for 2003.

Bob Goodstein, LL.M.
Marine Affairs Class of 1987
Bob Goodstein, a Tacoma
attorney and well-known
member of the local and
state port communities,
died at age 58 last February.
Goodstein specialized in port
law and was the legal counsel for the ports of Tacoma
and Olympia, as well as the Washington Public
Ports Association. Founder of the Tacoma-based
Goodstein Law Group, he was a central figure
in many port environmental cleanups. Before
forming his own law group, he worked as an
assistant regional counsel for the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Region 10.
Class of 1930
Clara L. Schmidt Huffine (spouse of Sharman
Huffine), April 6, 2010
Class of 1933
Virginia N. Barnett (spouse of Arthur Barnett),
March 11, 2010
Class of 1935
Jane T. Bryson (spouse of James Bryson),
Jan. 26, 2010

Class of 1959
Barbara G. Ferrer (spouse of George Ferrer),
Feb. 19, 2010

Class of 1940
Ruth A. Davis (spouse of John Davis), Dec. 29, 2009
Samuel McPheeters Glasgow, Jr., Dec. 14, 2009
Harwood Alexander Bannister, Feb. 9, 2010
Geraldine Branigin (spouse of William Branigin),
May 19, 2010

Class of 1960
W. Ronald Groshong, March 31, 2010

Class of 1942
Robert W. Hutton, Jan. 5, 2010

Class of 1971
Roger F. Donahoe, June 4, 2010

Class of 1947
Stanley N. Kasperson, Dec. 20, 2009

Class of 1979
Barrett Edward White, Nov. 17, 2009

Class of 1948
Omar S. Parker, Dec. 31, 2009
Russell W. Newman, Feb. 7, 2010

Class of 1983
Juanita Hubbard Wagner, Dec. 10, 2009

Class of 1949
William R. Garland, April 11, 2010
Jane A. Rieke (spouse of Luvern V. Rieke),
March 3, 2010
Robin Harris Simpson (spouse of Robert
Simpson), Jan. 13, 2010
Robert L. Simpson, May 9, 2010
Class of 1950
Seth W. Morrison, III, Feb. 12, 2010
Samuel C. Rutherford, Nov. 21, 2009
William L. Stephens, Dec. 10, 2009
Class of 1953
Homer O. Blair, Dec. 15, 2009
Class of 1954
Michael Mines, Feb. 9, 2010
Scott B. Lukins, April 11, 2010
Jerald C. Hall, Nov. 16, 2009
Class of 1955
Laurence S. Moore, Dec. 28, 2009
Robert A. Berst, Jan. 25, 2010
Class of 1956
Stanley K. Pearce, Feb. 2, 2010
Class of 1958
Wayne B. Knight, May 8, 2010
Allen L. Carr, June 2, 2010

Class of 1965
David T. Kirkland, Dec. 8, 2009
Frederick Martin Meyers, March 21, 2010

Class of 1986
Marianne G. Kory, LL.M. (Marine Affairs),
June 5, 2010
Class of 1987
Robert I. Goodstein, LL.M. (Marine Affairs),
Feb. 8, 2010
Kathleen R. Henry, Feb. 21, 2010
Class of 1989
David James Baugh, LL.M. (Marine Affairs),
March 27, 2010
FRIENDS
Jeanette Bakun, March 19, 2010
Glover W. Barnes, Ph.D., Dec. 20, 2009
Betty H. Corker (spouse of the late Professor
Charles Corker), May 5, 2010
Jack L. Dierdorff, Nov. 2, 2009
Margaret W. Duecy, April 2, 2010
Robert H. Fulton, March 24, 2010
Lennart N. Johanson, Nov. 5, 2009
Daniel R. Kohli, M.D., Nov. 4, 2009
Valdy Kristjanson, Dec. 13, 2009
Marian Jean Lance, Feb. 6, 2010
Vincent Lawsin, March 9, 2010
Dennis McLean, Nov. 29, 2009
Bonnie B. McLean, Jan. 31, 2010
Lois A. McManus, Nov. 30, 2009
Harry J. Prior, April 20, 2010
Stuart Scheingold, June 24, 2010
Raymond A. Skrinde, Dec. 7, 2009
Timothy R. Weaver, March 22, 2010
Ross Winde, April 30, 2010
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Scott Lukins, Class of 1954

Class of 1939
Bert C. Kale, March 19, 2010
Leo J. Peden, May 7, 2010
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from the archives

Albert Rosellini ’33

“The Gov”
What will your legacy be?

When King County Prosecutor and former President of
the Washington Law School Foundation Norm Maleng ’66
considered a bequest to the law school, he had two goals:
to benefit the law school faculty directly and to enhance the
overall global reputation of the School of Law.

fall 2010

Rosellini in 1957 and 2010
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Last year at the age of 100, the nation’s oldest
living governor, Albert Dean Rosselini ‘33, ate
lunch with views of the city and state behind
him and vividly recalled memories from law
school.
“It was the Depression so we had to make
every penny count, but we still managed to
have fun. We had regular dances, and I played
in a band,” recalled the man known to many
affectionately as “The Gov.”
In the summer of 1933, Rosellini was one of
the 60 applicants who passed the bar. Rosselini,
known for getting things done, immediately
began practicing law.
One of The Gov’s first high-profile cases
introduced him to Ethel McNeil, who served
as a key witness, which eventually led to their
marriage in June of 1937.
While the hard times of the 1930’s may have
inspired Rosellini to be civically involved, it may
also have been the need to bring pride to the
family name as the only son. Or quite possibly
it was his involvement in the Young Men’s
Democratic Club of King County. Whatever the
reason, Rosellini began his political career as
Washington State Senator of the 33rd (Seattle)
District in 1938.
By 1941, Rosellini was the unquestioned
leader of the senate and a strongly recognized

Democratic spokesman. Rosellini introduced
legislation to create the UW medical and
dental schools in 1943. Rosellini also supported
the Youth Protection Act in 1951, improving
Washington’s juvenile justice centers.
By 1956, Rosellini was running for governor.
At this time there had never been a governor
west of the Mississippi who was Catholic,
Italian or a first-generation immigrant. The
combination of a weak opponent, a strong
campaign, the public perception that the state’s
institutions were in disarray and Rosellini’s own
effective statewide effort spelled victory for
Rosellini. In the final election, Rosellini won by
almost 100,000 votes.
“People told me that because I am of Italian
descent, and because I am of humble origin,
that I should save my time. Somehow I couldn’t
quite believe that. I could not believe that the
American people, living in a land dedicated to
the principles of equality for all, would deny
me that right…I was warned that prejudice
and bigotry would defeat me—that the special
interests who have control of the present
administration would spare nothing—no trick,
no deceit, no fraud to defeat me.”
With his father and mother, Giovanni and
Annunziata, beaming proudly, Rosellini formally
took office on January 17, 1957. The fact that
continued on p. 37

A champion of Educating Leaders for the Global Common
Good, Norm and his visionary gift, the Norm Maleng Law
School Faculty Fund, ensures funding for faculty research,
awards for exceptional teaching and support that will
enable faculty members to pursue professional activities not
otherwise possible.
This Fund is a legacy that guarantees law school faculty
members the foundation they need for their work to be
recognized and to provide them with the funds to share their
accomplishments with others around the globe.

Learn more about the options for
giving by contacting the law school
Advancement Office at 206.685.2460.

Discover what’s next.
It’s the Washington Way.

